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Reporter's Notebook: West Bank
By Khalil Shaheen

Jafar Sadaqa, a leading Palestinian journalist, lives with his wife and five children in the village of Dura
Al-Qari', eight kilometers north of Ramallah in the West Bank. Late in 2007, Sadaqa received a
remarkable bill in the mail: It listed his total monthly water consumption for the period from May to
October 2007 as zero. The charge for this "zero consumption" totaled 400 shekels (US$114) — 400
shekels for water that he, his wife and five children did not consume. 

This was no billing error. Sadaqa had to pay his bill or face having his water turned off. 

A year later, in the summer of 2008, Sadaqa faced the same problem — paying bills for water that
Jerusalem Water Undertaking, headquartered in Ramallah and Al-Bireh District, failed to provide him
because of ostensible shortages and pumping problems. For the second year in a row, Sadaqa says,
almost half of the families in Dura Al-Qari' (2,740 inhabitants in 2006, according to the Palestinian
Central Bureau of Statistics) find themselves deprived of water during the six-month period from May
to October, but are billed for it anyway. In the beginning of 2008, the Jerusalem Water Undertaking
disconnected the meters of many homes in the village because the families refused to pay for water
they never received. 

Another example of unjust water distribution that villagers in Dura Al-Qari' must deal with is because of
a man who lives at a lower elevation in Dura Al-Qari'. Thanks to the effects of gravity, he has the
advantage of receiving water that flows down the streams from the upper slopes onto his property. He
collects this water in a well in his backyard and sells it — without a license — to neighbors living on
higher elevations for 24 shekels per cubic meter (US$7), about 5 times the official amount charged by
Jerusalem Water Undertaking to consumers in that area, which is 4.9 shekels (US$1) per cubic meter. 

A Wider Problem 

Dura Al-Qari' is just one example of the many Palestinian communities in the West Bank that suffer an
additional burden because of an Israeli policy that deprives them of their water rights. There also is a
lack of effective administration, transparency and fairness in water distribution, and inconsistent
pricing by the Jerusalem Water Undertaking. These problems of water access for villagers in the West
Bank highlight the daily impact of corruption and mismanagement on fundamental human rights. 

One of the basic tasks of the Jerusalem Water Undertaking is to provide all citizens with running
water, but, as of now, 11 percent of Palestinians in the West Bank do not have access to safe sources
of water and 160 local communities are deprived of water distribution networks. 

A review of the water-consumption average per person reveals wide gaps between local communities,
even those located in the same district. The same problem applies to water prices. For example, the
average daily water consumption in Sabastia, located north of the West Bank, is 105 liters per person,
while the average is 50 liters per person in Bzaria in the Tulkarem district. Consumption is only 16
liters in neighboring Borqa village. In the Ramallah district, each person in Upper Beit 'Ur village is
provided with 91 liters of water daily, but each person in Lower Beit 'Ur receives only 11 liters daily.
These vast discrepancies occur in an area that occupies less than 6,000 square kilometers. 

The reason for these disparities is that these local communities purchase water from the Israeli
Mekorot Company through the West Bank Water Directorate. This arrangement weakens the
Jerusalem Water Undertaking's control over the amount of water they can provide. 

Unfortunately, the disparities exist even between communities who get their water from the same
source, the Jerusalem Water Undertaking, which has the authority and control over the water supply in
such cases. For instance, each person in Dura Al-Qari' is provided with 59 liters daily, while the
quantity jumps up to 144 liters in neighboring Ein Senia and to 152 liters in Jifna, two other
communities who receive their water from the Undertaking.2 

The pricing problem is connected to water resources and distribution mechanisms. The West Bank
Water Directorate purchases water from the Israeli Mekorot company for 2.4 shekels (US$0.68) per
one cubic meter and sells it to suppliers (municipal bodies) for approximately 2.6 shekels (US$0.74),
but without any control or supervision over the prices paid by the final consumer. 



The Jerusalem Water Undertaking sells one cubic meter of water to the Birzeit Municipality for 4.2
shekels (US$1.20) which then sells it to citizens for 4.9 shekels (US$1.40). But in Nablus (further
north), citizens purchase water at prices that vary between eight to 10 shekels (US$2.28 to US$2.85)
per one cubic meter.3 

All Palestinian suppliers of water are under direct supervision of the Palestinian Water Authority
(PWA). The suppliers are required by law to obey PWA rules regarding water pricing, but many
municipalities and local councils do not complain about pricing discrepancies. 

Shadad Al Atele, head of the PWA, admits that the complete absence of pricing "references," as called
for in PWA's governing laws, is responsible to a great extent for this situation4. According to the law,
water policy is to be set by the Water National Council, which the President of the Palestinian Authority
(PA) chairs. Unfortunately, the council has not held a single meeting since its establishment in 1996,
leaving the PWA unable to issue many essential laws and regulations, such as a unified tariff system. 

Corruption at Large 

The issues surrounding the water supply are only one symptom of the widespread corruption that
afflicts Palestinian society. The lack of a legal framework, along with mismanagement, weakness,
corrupting influences within the judicial system, and the cover-up of corruption combined with a lack of
transparency, are some of the reasons that corruption is one of the main issues in Palestinian society. 

Although the Palestinian government in the West Bank, headed by Salam Fayyad, pledged to
implement a reform policy, there is still a lack of willingness to implement the law and to punish those
involved in corruption. 

Other cases of corruption and their impact on Palestinian society are too many to list entirely here, but
the following serve as among the most significant examples: 

On March 18, 2008, the public was shocked by a corruption case involving Rouhi Fattouh, former
speaker of the Palestinian Legislative Council, who served as President Mahmoud Abbas's "personal
representative." 

Fattouh's official vehicle was seized by Israeli custom officers at the "Allenby Bridge," allegedly being
used to smuggle thousands of cellular phones from Jordan into the West Bank. Fattouh denied any
link to the phones and blamed his driver for the smuggling attempt. Nevertheless, Abbas suspended
Fattouh from his job, pending a criminal investigation. A few days later, Fattouh apologized to the
people and the Attorney General blamed the driver but confirmed the investigation would continue.
Months later, the outcome of this investigation remains unsettled. 

In another case, in February 2008, Palestinian security forces confiscated large amounts of expired
medicine that had been smuggled into the West Bank, mainly from Israel. Dozens of physicians,
pharmacists and officials were interrogated for their alleged role in this scandal. As of now, no one has
been arrested or accused. The same situation applies to the tons of expired food confiscated almost
on a daily basis. 

The results of a poll, conducted by the Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research (PSR) in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip between June 5 and June 7, 2008, revealed that 77 percent of
Palestinians believe that corruption exists in PA institutions controlled by the PA president and his
government. Among those who believe corruption exists in the PA, 60 percent of respondents believe
this corruption will increase or remain the same in the future. Moreover, a majority of 59 percent
describe the PA's handling of the Fattouh case as an attempted cover-up while only 28 percent
describe it as a sign that the PA is actually fighting corruption. 



West Bank: Corruption Timeline
September 1993 — Negotiations in Norway culminate in the signing of the Declaration of Principles
between Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat. The Palestinians
consent to recognizing Israel. In return, Israel would gradually dismantle its occupation of the West
Bank and Gaza and transfer authority to an interim Palestinian Authority (PA), initiated by a 1994
agreement. 

May 1994 — A Palestinian police force is established to provide security, intelligence and law
enforcement for Palestinians and other non-Israelis in PA-controlled areas. 

July 1994 — Yasser Arafat returns to Gaza and becomes leader of the PA. 

February 1995 — Military courts are established and given jurisdiction over police and security forces
in addition to cases involving crimes by civilians against security forces. 

July 1995 — A new Palestinian press law goes into effect. Although the law does not explicitly
authorize official censorship, its prohibition of news items that may cause harm to national unity
creates an atmosphere of intimidation and leads to self-censorship. 

September 1995 — Israel and the PA sign the "Oslo II" agreement, dividing the West Bank into three
zones over which the PA has varying degrees of authority. 

January 1996 — In the country's first national elections, Palestinians elect Yasser Arafat as the PA's
chairman as well as members of the PA legislative body, the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC). 

January 1997 — Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu cedes over 80 percent of Hebron to the
PA. 

May 1997 — A government audit reveals that US$326 million of the PA's budget—nearly 40
percent—has been wasted or misappropriated. In July, a legislative investigation finds widespread
corruption in almost every ministry, causing President Arafat's cabinet to resign. 

October 1998 — Under the Wye River Memorandum, Israel agrees to further withdrawals from the
West Bank. 

December 1998 — The PLC passes the Law of Charitable Associations and Community Organization
to govern civil society organizations and other NGOs. 

November 1999 — Political scientist Abdel Sattar Qassem, a persistently vocal critic of the PA,
publishes an anti-corruption manifesto that implicates President Arafat, who has 11 of the 20
signatories jailed or placed under house arrest. Qassem is jailed and released in July 2000. 

September 2000 — Likud party leader Ariel Sharon's tour of the al-Aqsa/Temple Mount complex in
Jerusalem leads to a massive uprising, or second intifada. 

October 2000 — The Palestinian Investment Fund (PIF) is established to impose greater
transparency in the management of PA commercial assets and portfolio investments. Four months
earlier, the PA published details of its investments and payrolls for the first time. 

January 2001 — Palestinian state television chief Hisham Mekki is assassinated in a Gaza
restaurant. A Palestinian group claims responsibility, saying Mekki was punished for corruption. 

September 2001 — The PA introduces restrictive new regulations on Palestinian broadcasters, such
as approval of certain news items by police or national security service agents. 

April 2002 — Israeli forces besiege Yasser Arafat's Ramallah compound and reoccupy almost all of
the West Bank. 

May 2002 — Arafat signs the Palestinian Authority Basic Law, which provides the legal foundation for
the PA. 

June 2002 — A ministerial reform committee established after the creation of the new government
drafts a "100-day plan" designed to reform economic policymaking, civil service, private sector
development and local governance. 



development and local governance. 

March 2003 — The Basic Law is amended to create the post of prime minister, give the president and
prime minister authority to initiate ministry-level criminal investigations and allow the legislative council
to withdraw confidence from the government or a minister after an investigation. The amendments
also prohibit conflicts of interest and require all ministers, including the prime minister, to submit
personal financial disclosure statements for themselves, their spouses and dependant minors. 

September 2003 — Mahmoud Abbas, appointed prime minister in March, resigns. 

September 2003 — Prime Minister Ahmed Qurei forms a civil society reform coordinating committee
composed of representatives of civil society bodies such as Transparency International Palestine and
the General Union of Palestinian Women. 

April 2004 — The ministry of finance guarantees salary payments to security and police services
through the banking system, a significant step toward cracking down on misappropriation of public
funds. 

September 2004 — The cabinet adopts a one-year reform action plan to adjust the balance of power
between the executive and legislative branches and improve government accountability and
transparency. 

November 2004 — Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat dies. Former Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas
succeeds Arafat as Palestine Liberation Organization chairman. 

December 2004 — The PA holds municipal elections in 26 West Bank localities for the first time in
almost three decades. 

January 2005 — Mahmoud Abbas is elected president of the PA. 

August 2005 — Israel evacuates its settlers and withdraws troops from Gaza, ending almost 40 years
of military occupation. 

January 2006 — The militant Islamic movement Hamas wins a majority of seats in parliamentary
elections. Ismail Haniya, a senior figure in Hamas, is sworn in as prime minister. 

February 2006 — The official broadcasting outlets Voice of Palestine radio and Palestine TV are
brought under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian president, one of several last-minute moves by
President Abbas and the Fatah party to deter and isolate the incoming Hamas government. 

August 2006 — Palestinian Minister of Culture Atallah Abu-al-Sabh accuses President Mahmoud
Abbas of seizing $32m of the government funds in order to pay PLO Executive Committee members
as well as Palestinian television, which is under the president's authority. 

February 2007 — Hamas and Fatah agree to form a government of national unity. 

June 2007 — Hamas takes control of the Gaza strip, which undermines the coalition established
between Hamas and Fatah. Towards the end of the month Israel agrees to transfer hundreds of
millions of dollars of Palestinian tax revenues to President Mahmoud Abbas in an effort to support his
emergency government. 

August 2007 — Members of Hamas's Executive Force detain Palestinian Authority Attorney-General
Ahmed al-Mughni for allegedly conspiring to smuggle files of Palestinians involved in financial
corruption and murder. Mughni was appointed by PA Chairman Mahmoud Abbas, and detained hours
after Hamas Minister of Justice Yusef al-Mansi fired him from his job. 

September 2007 — Yahya Rabah, well-known columnist at the Al-Hayat Al-Jadida daily, senior Fatah
member, and former Palestinian representative in Yemen, is arrested for corruption. Rabah is one of
many members of the secular Fatah party arrested since Hamas gained control of the government in
mid-June. 

November 2007 — The Islamic Hamas movement renews its rejection of United Nations Resolution
No. 181 on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of its adoption. According to a leaflet sent to the press
on the occasion, "Palestine is one unified geographical unit, and can never be partitioned or sliced by
resolutions or agreements." The resolution was first issued in 1947, a year before the birth of Israel,



and called for the establishment of two states, one Jewish and one Arab. 

December 2007 — During the annual conference of the Coalition for Accountability and Integrity,
AMAN, Prime Minister Dr. Salam Fayyad announces that the government is ready to support AMAN in
launching the national plan for combating corruption. In the same speech, Fayyad states that the
world should pressure Israel to stop its settlement activities in East Jerusalem and in all other
Palestinian territories. 

April 2008 — The United Nations International Conference on Palestine Refugees is convened at
UNESCO Headquarters by the United Nations Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of
the Palestinian People. It assesses the issue of Palestine refugees and examines the role of the
United Nations in alleviating their predicament. 

June 2008 — The BBC reports, "Israel has approved a ceasefire to end months of bitter clashes with
the Palestinian Islamist movement Hamas in Gaza, Israeli officials have confirmed. Under the terms of
the truce, which is set to begin on Thursday, Israel will ease its blockade on the Gaza Strip. At the
same time, talks to release an Israeli soldier held by Hamas would intensify, an Israeli official said." 



West Bank: Facts
The Global Integrity Report provides a mix of qualitative and quantitative information. To encourage
comparisons between our data and other international datasets, we have collected a listing of some of
our favorite third-party datasets below. We encourage our readers to use this data to make
comparisons to the Integrity Indicators, and to use our source data in their original research. If you
have done work based on the Integrity Indicators, or are considering it, we want to hear from you.

Press Freedom Index
Assessment of how free media is at the national level. Source: Freedom House. More Recent Year
Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology: Expert Assessment, Scale from 0
(best) to 100 (worst).

Economic Freedom Index
Assesses the degree of market-oriented freedoms in a country at the national level. Source: Heritage
Foundation. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: Second half of 2006 and first
half of 2007. Methodology: Composite data from various sources, Scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Human Development Index
Measures achievement in three basic dimensions of human development (life expectancy, educational
level, and GDP per capita) at the national level. Source: United Nations Development Programme. Most Recent Year Published:
Most Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Composite data
from various sources, Scale from 0 (worst) to 1 (best).

Bribe Payers Index
Assessment of the propensity of firms to bribe when operating abroad. Source: Transparency
International. Most Recent Year Published: 2006. Year Data Gathered: 2006. Methodology:
Original business firm survey, Scale from 0 (worst) to 10 (best).

Corruption Perceptions Index
Measures the perception of the level of corruption in countries at the national level. Source:
Transparency International. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007 and
2008. Methodology: Composite data from various sources, Scale from 0 (worst) to 10 (best).

Open Budget Index
Assesses how open, transparent, and accessible national budgets are to their citizens. Source:
International Budget Partnership. Most Recent Year Published: 2006. Year Data Gathered: 2005; 
Methodology: Expert Assessment, Scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Failed States Index
Aggregates three types of indicators (social, political and economic) which are believed to cause state
failure (e.g. massive movement of refugees, internally displaced persons creating complex
humanitarian emergencies, etc.). Source: Fund for Peace. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. 
Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology: Composite data from various sources utilizing a software
tool that indexes and scans international and local media reports and other public documents for
keywords, low (best) to high (worst).

Worldwide Governance Indicators: Control of Corruption
Measures the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand
forms of corruption, as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private interests. Source World
Bank In:stitute. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007 and 2008. 
Methodology: Composite data from various sources, Scale from -2.5 (worst) to 2.5 (best).

Worldwide Governance Indicators: Voice and Accountability
Measures the extent to which a country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their government,
as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media. Source: World Bank
Institute. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007 and 2008. Methodology:
Composite data from various sources, Scale from -2.5 (worst) to 2.5 (best).

GDP Per Capita (PPP)
Gross domestic product based on purchasing power parity (PPP) per capita. Source: International
Monetary Fund. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology:

http://www.globalintegrity.org/contact.cfm
http://www.freedomhouse.org/template.cfm?page=362
http://www.heritage.org/Index/
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/1.html
http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/bpi/bpi_2006
http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/cpi/2008
http://www.openbudgetindex.org/
http://www.fundforpeace.org/web/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=292&Itemid=452
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.asp
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.asp
http://imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2008/02/weodata/index.aspx


Monetary Fund. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2007. Methodology:
Official government data.

Foreign Aid Per Capita (USD)
A measure of aid per capita, which includes both official development assistance (ODA) and official
aid, and is calculated by dividing total aid by the midyear population estimate. Source: World Bank. 
Most Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2006. Methodology: Composite data
from official government data, Scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Unemployment Total (% of labor force)
A measure of the estimated unemployment rate. Source: World Bank. Most Recent Year Published:
2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Official government data, Scale from 0 (best) to 100
(worst).

Gross External Debt (USD millions)
Calculation consists of all loans and other types of borrowing (such as bonds and export credits) by
the debtor owed to non-residents of the economy. Source: World Bank. Most Recent Year
Published:  2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Composite data from official
government data.

Poverty Rate
A measure of the percentage of the population living below the poverty line. Source: World Bank. 
Most Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: Latest available data from period 1990 to
2004. Methodology: Official government data, Scale from 0 (best) to 100 (worst).

Gini Index
The Gini coefficient measures income inequality at the national level. Source: World Bank. Most
Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: unavailable. Methodology: Official government
data, Scale from 0 (perfect equality) to 100 (absolute inequality).

Foreign Direct Investment, Net Inflows (as % of GDP)
Calculations based on World Bank data on foreign direct investment. Source: World Bank. Most
Recent Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2005. Methodology: Official government data,
Scale from 0 (low) to 100 (high).

Life Expectancy
Annual estimate of life expectancy at birth at the national level. Source: United Nations. Most Recent
Year Published: 2007. Year Data Gathered: 2006. Methodology: Official government data, Scale
from 0 (worst) to 100 (best).

Legatum Prosperity Index (Economic Competitiveness)
Measures factors that help to create economic growth and wealth accumulation. Source: Legatum
Institute. Most Recent Year Published: 2008. Year Data Gathered: 2008. Methodology: Composite
data from various sources, Scale from low (worst) to high (best).

Legatum Prosperity Index (Comparative Liveability)
Measures individual well-being of a country's citizens. Source: Legatum Institute. Most Recent Year
Published:  2008. Year Data Gathered: 2008. Methodology: Composite data from various sources,
Scale from low (worst) to high (best).

Religious Freedom
Assesses the degree of religious freedom at the national level in a country. Source: CIRI Human
Rights Data Project. Most Recent Year Published: 2004. Year Data Gathered: 2003. Methodology:
Expert assessment, 0 (government places some restrictions on religious practices) and 1 (government
places no restrictions on religious practices).

http://go.worldbank.org/IIZPWQL7Y0
http://go.worldbank.org/X9FIYJEF10
http://go.worldbank.org/6ACHOW9C01
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/25.html
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/147.html
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/174.html
http://hdrstats.undp.org/indicators/2.html
http://www.prosperity.com/ranking.aspx
http://www.prosperity.com/ranking.aspx
http://ciri.binghamton.edu/index.asp


West Bank: Integrity Indicators Scorecard

Overall Score: 53 - Very Weak 
 
 
Category I Civil Society, Public Information and Media 59 Very Weak 
I-1 Civil Society Organizations 91  Very Strong 
I-2 Media 83  Strong 
I-3 Public Access to Information 3  Very Weak 
       
Category II Elections 66 Weak 
II-1 Voting & Citizen Participation 93  Very Strong 
II-2 Election Integrity 91  Very Strong 
II-3 Political Financing 14  Very Weak 
       
Category III Government Accountability 44 Very Weak 
III-1 Executive Accountability 50  Very Weak 
III-2 Legislative Accountability 35  Very Weak 
III-3 Judicial Accountability 48  Very Weak 
III-4 Budget Processes 44  Very Weak 
       
Category IV Administration and Civil Service 25 Very Weak 
IV-1 Civil Service Regulations 29  Very Weak 
IV-2 Whistle-blowing Measures 8  Very Weak 
IV-3 Procurement 45  Very Weak 
IV-4 Privatization 19  Very Weak 
       
Category V Oversight and Regulation 64 Weak 
V-1 National Ombudsman 82  Strong 
V-2 Supreme Audit Institution 59  Very Weak 
V-3 Taxes and Customs 83  Strong 
V-4 State-Owned Enterprises 58  Very Weak 
V-5 Business Licensing and Regulation 38  Very Weak 
       
Category VI Anti-Corruption and Rule of Law 58 Very Weak 
VI-1 Anti-Corruption Law 56  Very Weak 



VI-2 Anti-Corruption Agency 37  Very Weak 
VI-3 Rule of Law 80  Strong 
VI-4 Law Enforcement 60  Weak 
       



1: Are anti-corruption/good governance CSOs legally protected?

1a    In law, citizens have a right to form civil society organizations (CSOs) focused on
anti-corruption or good governance.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2000, title 1, article1 [ LINK ] 

Bylaw No. 9 of Nov. 29, 2003, title 2, article 2 [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This law and bylaw stipulates that citizens have the right to form civil
society organizations (CSOs), but it does not specify any special or specific
status for CSOs that are focused on anti-corruption or good governance. 

1b    In law, anti-corruption/good governance CSOs are free to accept funding from any
foreign or domestic sources.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2000, title 7, article 32 [ LINK ] 

Bylaw No. 9 of Nov. 29, 2003, chapter 7, title 2, article 50 [ LINK ] 

Bylaw No. 9 of Nov. 29, 2003, chapter 7, title 2, article 51 [ LINK ] 

1c    In law, anti-corruption/good governance CSOs are required to disclose their sources of
funding.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2000, title 3, article 11 [ LINK ] 

Law No. 1 of 2000, title 3, article 13 [ LINK ] 

Bylaw No. 9 of Nov. 29, 2003, chapter 7, title 1, article 49 [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13431#A13431_1
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14580#A14580_2
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13431#A13431_32
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14580#A14580_50
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14580#A14580_51
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13431#A13431_11
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13431#A13431_13
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14580#A14580_49


2: Are good governance/anti-corruption CSOs able to operate freely?

2a    In practice, the government does not create barriers to the organization of new
anti-corruption/good governance CSOs.

Score: 100

References: Special reports No. 15, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR) May 2002, Establishing CSOs in Areas under Palestinian
Authority, Law and Practice, [ LINK ] 

Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, ICHR, Sept.
23,2008, his office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There has been no lnown attempts by the government to hinder the
establishment of anticorruption organizations. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There aren't any other anti-corruption organizations in West Bank
other than AMAN, which gives indication that government does put
barriers and prevent forming new anti-corruption CSOs. 

 

2b    In practice, anti-corruption/good governance CSOs actively engage in the political and
policymaking process.

Score: 25

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The engagement of CSOs in the area of policymaking and political
decisionmaking is sporadic, but on certain occasions these groups
can be influential. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The director of the only anti-corruption organization (AMAN) was a
member in the Legislative Council (PLC) for 10 years (1996-2006).
During that period he was totally engaged in policy making. 

 

2c    In practice, no anti-corruption/good governance CSOs have been shut down by the
government for their work on corruption-related issues during the study period.

Score: YES

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at
ICHR. 

http://www.ichr.ps/pdfs/sp15.pdf


Social Scientist's
Comments:

Some CSOs were shut down during the reporting period, but those
were not anti-corruption/good governance CSOs. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Human right organizations were not shut down due to the fact that
they remained silent on violation to human rights in West Bank. 

 



3: Are civil society activists safe when working on corruption issues?

3a    In practice, in the past year, no civil society activists working on corruption issues have
been imprisoned.

Score: YES

References: Sha'wan Jabarin, Director General, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, his office at Al-Haq. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There haven't been attempts to reveal corruption. There have been
many reports about corruption related to PA official,s but we didn't
see investigative reports about them. 

 

3b    In practice, in the past year, no civil society activists working on corruption issues have
been physically harmed.

Score: YES

References: Sha'wan Jabarin, Director General, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, his office at Al-Haq. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 

3c    In practice, in the past year, no civil society activists working on corruption issues have
been killed.

Score: YES

References: Sha'wan Jabarin, Director General, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, his office at Al-Haq. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 



4: Can citizens organize into trade unions?

4a    In law, citizens have a right to organize into trade unions.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic law, 2003, article 26 [ LINK ] 

4b    In practice, citizens are able to organize into trade unions.

Score: 75

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: After Hamas seized Gaza last year, all of its trade unions in West
Bank (especially its students and teachers) were prohibited from
working freely, and many of them were jailed. 

 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_26


5: Are media and free speech protected?

5a    In law, freedom of the media is guaranteed.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, title 2, article 27, [ LINK ] 

5b    In law, freedom of speech is guaranteed.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic law, 2003, title 2, article 19, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_27
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_19


6: Are citizens able to form print media entities?

6a    In practice, the government does not create barriers to form a print media entity.

Score: 50

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International
Research & Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005. 
[ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 

Montasir Hamdan, Coordinator of Journalists Network Against
Corruption, AMAN, Sept. 24, 2008, phone interview. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

While formally there is no requirement for a security clearance,
nevertheless, in practice, significant delays occur in the process. In
certain cases the applicants for such licenses had to pay a visit to
security officers to clear the matter. 

6b    In law, where a print media license is necessary, there is an appeal mechanism if a
license is denied or revoked.

Score: YES

References: Law No.9 of 1995, article 19, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Appeal mechanisms regarding any administrative decision need not
be mentioned specifically since any administrative decision can be
appealed. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The system is broken. Although a denied license can appeal, he
could wait years before getting an answer. 

 

6c    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a print media license within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International
Research & Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005. 
[ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sep. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 

Montasir Hamdan, Coordinator of Journalists Network Against
Corruption, AMAN, Sep. 24, 2008, phone interview. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Obtaining a license usually takes from 4 to 6 months. 

6d    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a print media license at a reasonable
cost.

Score: 100

http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12208#A12208_19
http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf


References: Naser Rayyes, Legal researcher, Al-Haq organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Montasir Hamdan, Coordinator of Journalists Network Against
Corruption, AMAN, Sep. 24, 2008, phone interview. 



7: Are citizens able to form broadcast (radio and TV) media entities?

7a    In practice, the government does not create barriers to form a broadcast (radio and TV)
media entity.

Score: 75

References: ICHR Special Reports (No. 65), Nihad Ghoul, May 2006, "Freedom
of Expression and Speech - In International Laws and Local
Legislation." 
Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International
Research & Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005, [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: After Hamas seized Gaza there had been a campaign against Hamas
media outlets in West Bank, and the government closed them. 

 

7b    In law, where a broadcast (radio and TV) media license is necessary, there is an appeal
mechanism if a license is denied or revoked.

Score: YES

References: Council of Ministers Ordinance No. 182 of 2004, article 8, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

If a license is denied or revoked, an appeal can be made to the court. 

7c    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a broadcast (radio and TV) media
license within a reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International
Research & Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005, [ LINK ] 

Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Montasir Hamdan, Coordinator of Journalists Network Against
Corruption, AMAN, Sept. 24, 2008, phone interview. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Part of the delay in getting licenses is due to the fact that the
licensing process takes place in more than one department. 

7d    In practice, where necessary, citizens can obtain a broadcast (radio and TV) media
license at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at
ICHR. 

http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14790#A14790_8
http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf


Peer Reviewer's Comments: There are reports from radio and TV owners that licenses cost them
too much in comparison to their profits from ads. 

 



8: Can citizens freely use the Internet?

8a    In practice, the government does not prevent citizens from accessing content published
on-line.

Score: 100

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International Research
& Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005. 
[ LINK ] 

Mohannad Abdul Hamid, "Palestinian Media Role in Anti-Corruption,"
Professional study (AMAN), January 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no evidence of policy change regarding the access of online
content since the cited studies were undertaken. 

8b    In practice, the government does not censor citizens creating content on-line.

Score: 100

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa,International Research &
Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005, [ LINK ] 

Mohannad Abdul Hamid, Palestinian Media Role in Anti-Corruption,
Professional study (AMAN), January 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no evidence of policy change regarding the creation of online
content since the cited studies were undertaken. 

http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf
http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf


9: Are the media able to report on corruption?

9a    In law, it is legal to report accurate news even if it damages the reputation of a public
figure.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 1995, article 7, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 9 of 1995, Article 8, [ LINK ] 

Council of Ministers Ordinance No. 142 of 2004, Article 12 [ LINK ] 

9b    In practice, the government or media owners/distribution groups do not encourage
self-censorship of corruption-related stories.

Score: 50

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International
Research & Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005, [ LINK ] 

Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is a prevailing perception among journalists that
self-censorship is widely practiced. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In February 2006, the PA prosecutor announced that $700 billion of
public money has been wasted due to theft and malfunctioning of
some officials. He also declared he had names of suspects of 25
officials. Since then, the media revealed no information to the public
about who these officials are, if they've been arrested, interrogated
and prosecuted. 
This fact indicates that journalists are not only subject to
self-censorship, but also to harrasment from the government and
media owners. 

 

9c    In practice, there is no prior government restraint (pre-publication censoring) on
publishing corruption-related stories.

Score: 75

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International
Research & Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005, [ LINK ] 

Mohannad Abdul Hamid, Palestinian Media Role in Anti-Corruption,
Professional study (AMAN), January 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no evidence of policy change regarding the publishing of
corruption-related stories since the cited studies were undertaken. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: True, but media owners do censoring on behalf of the government. 

 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12208#A12208_7
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12208#A12208_8
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14790#A14790_12
http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf
http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf


10: Are the media credible sources of information?

10a    In law, print media companies are required to publicly disclose their ownership.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9, 1995, article 22, [ LINK ] 

10b    In law, broadcast (radio and TV) media companies are required to publicly disclose
their ownership.

Score: YES

References: Cabinet ordinance No. 142 of 2004, Article 12 (conditioned to take into
consideration law No. 9 ), [ LINK ] 

Law No. 9 of 1995, article 22, [ LINK ] 

10c    In practice, journalists and editors adhere to strict, professional practices in their
reporting.

Score: 50

References: Media Sustainability Index Middle East and Africa, International Research
& Exchanges Board (IREX), 2005, [ LINK ] 

Mohannad Abdul Hamid, "Palestinian Media Role in Anti-Corruption,"
Professional study (AMAN), January 2005. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

A review of the press would reveal that there is a sense of political
correctness when it comes to the choice of stories to be covered. In one
instance, while the prosecution declared it was dealing with a big number
of corruption cases, the reaction to that announcement in the press was
very limited. 

10d    In practice, during the most recent election, political parties or independent candidates
received fair media coverage.

Score: 50

References: Special reports (42),Independent Commission for Human Rights (ICHR),
October 2005, report on the Palestinian elections 2005. 
Government study, Central Elections Commission-Palestine, January 2006,
Report on Second Legislative Elections. 

International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006, Final
Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections Jan. 25, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Some private media outlets monitored by Filistiniyat favored particular
candidates or lists. Monitors also reported that media outlets were
discriminatory in charging candidates different prices to place political
advertisements. 

10e    In practice, political parties and candidates have equitable access to state-owned
media outlets.

Score: 50

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12208#A12208_22
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14790#A14790_12
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12208#A12208_22
http://www.irex.org/programs/MSI_MENA/2005/arabic/MSI05_MENA_pale_ar.pdf


References: Special reports (42), Independent Commission for Human Rights (ICHR),
October 2005, Report on the Palestinian Elections 2005. 
Government study, Central Elections Commission-Palestine, January 2006,
Report on second Legislative Elections. 

International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006, Final
Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections, Jan. 25, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Media monitors concluded that the legal provisions for free airtime on
public television and radio were respected. In addition, a number of
televised debates and talk shows provided contestants further opportunity
to convey their positions to the electorate. However, during regular news
coverage, Palestinian TV and Voice of Palestine disproportionately
favored incumbents and their candidates. 



11: Are journalists safe when investigating corruption?

11a    In practice, in the past year, no journalists investigating corruption have been
imprisoned.

Score: YES

References: Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 
Montasir Hamdan, Coordinator of Journalists Network Against
Corruption, AMAN, Sept. 24, 2008, phone interview. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Journalists don't cover issues related to corruption. 

 

11b    In practice, in the past year, no journalists investigating corruption have been
physically harmed.

Score: YES

References: Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 
Montasir Hamdan, Coordinator of Journalists Network Against
Corruption, AMAN, Sept. 24, 2008, phone interview 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: We won't know if journalists would be harmed or not unless we see
reports in the media about corruption. Most of the reports about
corruption in PA come from media outlets outside the West Bank. 

 

11c    In practice, in the past year, no journalists investigating corruption have been killed.

Score: YES

References: Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at
ICHR. 
Montasir Hamdan, Coordinator of Journalists Network Against
Corruption, AMAN, Sept. 24, 2008, phone interview. 



12: Do citizens have a legal right of access to information?

12a    In law, citizens have a right of access to government information and basic government
records.

Score: NO

References: There are no laws mentioning whether access to governmental documents
is allowed or not. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are initiatives to introduce a proposed law on access to information. 

12b    In law, citizens have a right of appeal if access to a basic government record is denied.

Score: NO

References: There is no formal process mentioned. 

12c    In law, there is an established institutional mechanism through which citizens can
request government records.

Score: NO

References: There are no mechanisms or institutions. 



13: Is the right of access to information effective?

13a    In practice, citizens receive responses to access to information requests within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: Professional study (AMAN), Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Jan. 2005, "Free
Access to Information in Palestine," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (Muwatin & AMAN), Jibreel Mohamed, Nov. 2006,
"Access to Information in The Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics," [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Citizen access to information is only possible through informal
networks and is not consistent. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Getting information depends on the personal relationship with PA
officials, and few have this kind of contact. 

 

13b    In practice, citizens can use the access to information mechanism at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Professional study (AMAN), Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Jan. 2005, "Free
Access to Information in Palestine," [ LINK ] 

professional study (Muwatin & AMAN), Jibreel Mohamed, Nov. 2006,
"Access to Information in The Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics," [ LINK ] 

13c    In practice, citizens can resolve appeals to access to information requests within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: Professional Study (AMAN), Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Jan. 2005, "Free
Access to Information in Palestine," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (Muwatin & AMAN), Jibreel Mohamed, Nov. 2006,
"Access to Information in The Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics," [ LINK ] 

13d    In practice, citizens can resolve appeals to information requests at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Professional study (AMAN), Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Jan. 2005, Free
Access to Information in Palestine [ LINK ] 

Professional study (Muwatin & AMAN), Jibreel Mohamed, Nov. 2006,
Access to Information in The Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, [ LINK ]
[ LINK ] 

13e    In practice, the government gives reasons for denying an information request.

Score: 0

http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/freeAccess.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/FreeAceessReports.htm
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/freeAccess.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/FreeAceessReports.htm
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/freeAccess.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/FreeAceessReports.htm
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/freeAccess.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/FreeAceessReports.htm
http://www.aman-palestine.org/FreeAceessReports.htm


References: Professional study (AMAN), Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Jan. 2005, "Free
Access to Information in Palestine," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (Muwatin & AMAN), Jibreel Mohamed, Nov. 2006,
"Access to Information in The Palestinian Central Bureau of
Statistics," [ LINK ] 

http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/freeAccess.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/FreeAceessReports.htm


14: Is there a legal framework guaranteeing the right to vote?

14a    In law, universal and equal adult suffrage is guaranteed to all citizens.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, section 2, chapter 1, article 8, [ LINK ] 

aw No. 9 of 2005, section 2, chapter 1, article 9, [ LINK ] 

14b    In law, there is a legal framework requiring that elections be held at regular intervals.

Score: YES

References: Amendment to the Amended Basic Law of 2003, article 36, [ LINK ] 

Amendment to the Amended Basic Law of 2003, article 47, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 9 of 2005, section 1, chapter 1, article 2, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_8
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_9
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14860#A14860_36
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14860#A14860_47
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_2


15: Can all citizens exercise their right to vote?

15a    In practice, all adult citizens can vote.

Score: 100

References: Special reports (36), Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), Jan. 2005, Report on Presidential Elections Held on Jan. 9,
2005, page 7. 
Special reports (42), ICHR, Oct. 2005, Report on the Palestinian
Elections 2005, page 22. 

Professional study, AMAN, Jan. 2005, Report on Presidential
Elections held on Jan.9, 2005. 

15b    In practice, ballots are secret or equivalently protected.

Score: 100

References: Special reports (38), Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), supervised by Lawyer Ma'n Du'es, June 2005, Report on the
Performance of Higher Commission for Local Elections Second
Phase of Local Councils Elections Held on May 5, 2005, page 10. 
Government study, Central Elections Commission-Palestine, January
2006, Report on Second Legislative Elections, page 58. 

15c    In practice, elections are held according to a regular schedule.

Score: 100

References: Special reports (44), Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), February 2006, Report on the Second Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) Elections Held on January 25, 2006. 
Taleb Awad, researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, 2008 MoP. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Between the first presidential election and the second, there were
nine years, while there were 10 years between the first and second
legislative elections. 
According to Basic Law, article 36, the next presidential election
should take place on Jan. 9, 2009, but the president didn't ask the
Central Election Committee to prepare for the next election.
According to Election Law, the president should have done that on
Oct. 8, 2008. 

 



16: Are citizens able to participate equally in the political process?

16a    In law, all citizens have a right to form political parties.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law of 2003, section 2, article 26, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

It should be noted that a law regarding political parties was never
promulgated. 

16b    In law, all citizens have a right to run for political office.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, section 2, chapter 2, article 12, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 9 of 2005, section 2, chapter 2, article 15, [ LINK ] 

16c    In practice, all citizens are able to form political parties.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey
Research (PCPSR), February 2008, Democracy Index in Palestine, [
LINK ] 

Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

While parties cannot be registered due to the lack of a relevant law,
the Central Elections Committee does register parties and lists them
only during the period that is designated to register for running in the
elections. 

16d    In practice, all citizens can run for political office.

Score: 100

References: International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006,
Final Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections Jan. 25,
2006. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program,Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The cost of an election campaign is above the capabilities of
independents. 

 

16e    In practice, an opposition party is represented in the legislature.

Score: 100

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_26
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_12
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_15
http://www.pcpsr.org/arabic/index.html
http://www.pcpsr.org/arabic/index.html


References: Results of the General Elections of January 2006. 
Professional report, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), May 2008, "ICHR Annual Report 2007- the Status of Human
Rights in Palestine," [ LINK ] 

Professional study,The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of
Global Dialogue & Democracy (MIFTAH), Jihad Harb, February 2008,
"The Second PLC- Evaluation of Performance for the First Elections," 
[ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

It should be noted that the Palestine Legislative Council (PLC) has
not been functioning during the period that this report covers. 

http://www.ichr.ps/pdfs/ar13.pdf
http://www.miftah.org/Arabic/MPLC/Display.cfm?DocId=2&CategoryId=1


17: Is there an election monitoring agency or set of election monitoring
agencies/entities?

17    In law, is there an election monitoring agency or set of election monitoring
agencies/entities?

Score: YES

References: Central Elections Commission-Palestine Law No. 9 of 2005, section
3, chapter 1, article 18, [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: By election law, CSOs can also monitor the election after having
approval from the Central Election Committee. 

 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_18


18: Is the election monitoring agency effective?

18a    In law, the agency or set of agencies/entities is protected from political interference.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, section 3, chapter 1, article 22, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Although the Central Election Committee (CEC) members are
appointed by the president, there have not been any cases where
the integrity of the commission has been questioned. 

18b    In practice, agency (or set of agencies/entities) appointments are made that support the
independence of the agency.

Score: 100

References: Professional study, Jihad Harb, 2007, Central Election Commission
Case Study, [ LINK ] 

International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006,
Final Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections Jan. 25,
2006. 

18c    In practice, the agency or set of agencies/entities has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 100

References: Special reports (42),Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), October 2005, Report on the Palestinian Elections 2005,
page 20. 
Professional study, AMAN, January 2005, Report on Presidential
Elections held on Jan. 9, 2005. 

International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006,
Final Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections Jan. 25,
2006. 

18d    In practice, the agency or set of agencies/entities makes timely, publicly available
reports following an election cycle.

Score: 100

References: Government study, Central Elections Commission-Palestine, January
2006, Report on Second Legislative Elections, [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey, [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There has been some delay in declaring the legislation elections
result of January 2006. 

 

18e    In practice, when necessary, the agency or set of agencies/entities imposes penalties on
offenders.

Score: 25

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_22
http://www.tiri.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=68&Itemid=#Palestine
http://www.elections.ps/atemplate.aspx?id=321
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


References: Professional study, Jihad Harb, 2007, Central Election Commission
Case Study [ LINK ] 

Government study, Central Elections Commission-Palestine, January
2006, Report on Second Legislative Elections, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Central Election Committee (CEC) can refer violation cases to
the Attorney General's office but it cannot enforce rules. 

http://www.tiri.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=68&Itemid=#Palestine
http://www.elections.ps/atemplate.aspx?id=321


19: Are elections systems transparent and effective?

19a    In practice, there is a clear and transparent system of voter registration.

Score: 100

References: Special reports (44), Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR) February 2006, Report on the Second PLC Elections Held on
Jan. 25, 2006 
International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006,
Final Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections, Jan.
25, 2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In the January 2005 presidential election, non-registers were allowed
to vote in the afternoon of the election day, and the ballots were
closed two hours after 7p.m., as declared in the prior election. 

 

19b    In law, election results can be contested through the judicial system.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, article 93, [ LINK ] 

19c    In practice, election results can be effectively appealed through the judicial system.

Score: 100

References: Special reports (44),Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), February 2006, Report on the Second PLC Elections Held
on Jan. 25, 2006. 
Government study, Central Elections Commission-Palestine, January
2006, Report on Second Legislative Elections, pp 37-43. 

International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006,
Final Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections Jan. 25,
2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The municipal election all (including the third phase) took place
outside the report period. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There is no public trust in the judicial system. After it became clear
that Hamas was wining in many municipalities, the president froze
the third phase of municipalities' elections, and there was no legal
way to do them. After Hamas seized Gaza, many of its elected
members in municipalities were dismissed by the government and
they couldn't appeal to court. 

 

19d    In practice, the military and security forces remain neutral during elections.

Score: 50

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_93


References: Special reports (42), Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), October 2005, Report on the Palestinian Elections 2005,
page 26. 
International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006,
Final Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections Jan. 25,
2006. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to Independent Commission for Human Rights (ICHR),
security officials were trying to convince people to vote for certain
candidates and have used their own vehicles to transport voters to
and from voting stations. 

19e    In law, domestic and international election observers are allowed to monitor elections.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, article 113, [ LINK ] 

19f    In practice, election observers are able to effectively monitor elections.

Score: 75

References: Special reports (42), Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), October 2005, Report on the Palestinian Elections 2005,
page 26. 
International organization study, National Democratic Institute, 2006,
Final Report on the Palestinian Legislative Council Elections Jan. 25,
2006. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_113


20: Are there regulations governing the financing of political parties?

20a    In law, there are regulations governing private contributions to political parties.

Score: NO

References: There is no law regarding political parties. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: By Election Law, political parties cannot receive contributions from
non-Palestinian sources. 
Article 100 from Election Law:
http://www.palestinianbasiclaw.org/downloads/2005-elections-law.pdf 

 

20b    In law, there are limits on individual donations to political parties.

Score: NO

References: There is no law regarding political parties. 

20c    In law, there are limits on corporate donations to political parties.

Score: NO

References: There is no law regarding political parties. 

20d    In law, there are limits on total political party expenditures.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, article 101, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Limits are only set for campaign budgets. 

20e    In law, there are requirements for the disclosure of donations to political parties.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, article 100, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Limits are only set for campaign budgets. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Article 100 from Election Law asks candidates to disclose details of
their resources. 
http://www.palestinianbasiclaw.org/downloads/2005-elections-law.pdf 

 

20f    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the finances and
expenditures of political parties.

Score: NO

References: There is no law regarding political parties. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Requirements are only set for campaign expenditures. 

20g    In law, there is an agency or entity that monitors the financing of political parties.

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_101
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_100


Score: NO

References: There is no law regarding political parties. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Only campaign expenditures are monitored 



21: Are there regulations governing the financing of individual political
candidates?

21a    In law, there are regulations governing private contributions to individual political
candidates.

Score: NO

References: There is no such regulation. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Election Law prohibits individual candidates from receiving financial
contributions from non-Palestinians sources. 
Article 100 in Election Law:
http://www.palestinianbasiclaw.org/downloads/2005-elections-law.pdf 

 

21b    In law, there are limits on individual donations to political candidates.

Score: NO

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, article 101, [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There is a limit on how much political parties and individuals can
spend in their election campaigns, but there is no limit on how much
they can receive as donations from individuals. 
Article 101 in Election Law:
http://www.palestinianbasiclaw.org/downloads/2005-elections-law.pdf 

 

21c    In law, there are limits on corporate donations to individual political candidates.

Score: NO

References: There is no such regulation. 

21d    In law, there are requirements for the disclosure of donations to individual political
candidates.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, article 100, [ LINK ] 

21e    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the campaign finances of
individual political candidates.

Score: NO

References: There is no such regulation. 

21f    In law, there is an agency or entity that monitors the financing of individual political
candidates' campaigns.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 9 of 2005, article 100, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_101
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_100
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14861#A14861_100


Social Scientist's
Comments:

The agency or entity that monitors the financing of individual political
candidates' campaigns is called the Central Elections Committee
(CEC). 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Article 100 from Election Law asks candidates to disclose their
financial resources, but it doesn't ask them to provide the Central
Election Committee with details of their spending. 

 



22: Are the regulations governing the political financing of parties effective?

22a    In practice, the limits on individual donations to political parties are effective in
regulating an individual's ability to financially support a political party.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), April 2007, "Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights
Status in Palestine 2006." 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Election Law puts no financial limit on individuals to donate to political
parties or individual candidates. 

 

22b    In practice, the limits on corporate donations to political parties are effective in
regulating a company's ability to financially support a political party.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), April 2007, "Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights
Status in Palestine," 2006. 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

22c    In practice, the limits on total party expenditures are effective in regulating a political
party's ability to fund campaigns or politically-related activities.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), April 2007, Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights Status
in Palestine 2006." 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The law does not set a limit on total party expenditure. The only
provisions limiting party expenditures are related to campaign
expenditures. 

22d    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of political
parties independently initiates investigations.

http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), April 2007, "Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights
Status in Palestine 2006." 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

22e    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of political
parties imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), April 2007, "Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights
Status in Palestine 2006." 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

22f    In practice, contributions to political parties are audited.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), April 2007, "Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights
Status in Palestine 2006." 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


23: Are the regulations governing the political financing of individual
candidates effective?

23a    In practice, the limits on individual donations to political candidates are effective in
regulating an individual's ability to financially support a particular candidate.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The law does not set a limit on individual contributions to candidates.
There is only a prohibition against receiving foreign financing. 

23b    In practice, the limits on corporate donations to individual candidates are effective in
regulating a company's ability to financially support a candidate.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

23c    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of individual
candidates' campaigns independently initiates investigations.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

23d    In practice, when necessary, an agency or entity monitoring the financing of individual
candidates' campaigns imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

No penalties were imposed on those candidates who overspent. This
was probably not seen as a major issue since those who reported
overspending did not win a seat in the Palestinian Legislative Council
(PLC). 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The judicial system is not effective or independent. 

 

http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


23e    In practice, the finances of individual candidates' campaigns are audited.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Aman, February 2006, "Which Parties Law We
Want?" [ LINK ] 

Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/WhicPoliticalPartLaw.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


24: Can citizens access records related to the financing of political parties?

24a    In practice, political parties disclose data relating to financial support and expenditures
within a reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: Taleb Awad, researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, 2008 MoP. Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's
Commissioner for Combating Corruption, Transparency Palestine-AMAN,
Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Political parties are not required to disclose information relating to their
finances except that relating to the financing and expenditures of their
electoral campaigns. 

24b    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of political parties within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: Taleb Awad, researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, MoP Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's
Commissioner for Combating Corruption, Transparency Palestine-AMAN,
Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

While financial reports concerning electoral campaigns are presented to
the Central Election Committee (CEC) they are not publicly disclosed and
citizens do not have access to them. 

24c    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of political parties at a reasonable
cost.

Score: 0

References: Taleb Awad, researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, MoP Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's
Commissioner for Combating Corruption, Transparency Palestine-AMAN,
Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no access to the financial records of political parties. 



25: Can citizens access records related to the financing of individual
candidates' campaigns?

25a    In practice, individual political candidates disclose data relating to financial support and
expenditures within a reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: Taleb Awad, researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, MoP Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's
Commissioner for Combating Corruption, Transparency
Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Candidates are not required to reveal the sources of their financial
support. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Article 100 from Election Law asks individuals to reveal financial
resources within one month. Winning candidates submit their financial
reports withing that time. 

 

25b    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of individual candidates (their
campaign revenues and expenditures) within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: Taleb Awad, researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, MoP Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's
Commissioner for Combating Corruption, Transparency
Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Hisham Kuhail, Chief Electoral Officer, Central Election Committee
(CEC), Sept. 23, 2008, residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The revenues are not reported, and there is no access to the reports
on expenditures. 

25c    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of individual candidates (their
campaign revenues and expenditures) at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Taleb Awad, researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, MoP Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's
Commissioner for Combating Corruption, Transparency
Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no public access to financial records of individual
candidates. 



26: Can citizens sue the government for infringement of their civil rights?

26    In law, can citizens sue the government for infringement of their civil rights?

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law 2003, article 30, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_30


27: Can the chief executive be held accountable for his/her actions?

27a    In practice, the chief executive gives reasons for his/her policy decisions.

Score: 25

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, his office at
PLC. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sep. 23,2008, his office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The chief executive rarely gives reasons for policy decisions and rarely
answers critical questions. 

27b    In law, the judiciary can review the actions of the executive.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law 2003, article 30, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 3 of 2006, article 25, [ LINK ] 

27c    In practice, when necessary, the judiciary reviews the actions of the executive.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, his office at
PLC. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are two heads who hold executive authority. The president has
certain executive jurisdiction, while the rest lies with the prime minister.
There is a valid critique regarding the lack of accountability by the
president. While judicial review of the prime minister's actions can be (and
have been) challenged by individuals, the challenges are rarely successful. 

27d    In practice, the chief executive limits the use of executive orders for establishing new
regulations, policies, or government practices.

Score: 25

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, his office at
PLC. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23,2008, his office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The president, who also has executive duties and capacity, also abuses his
right to issue laws by decree. 
While there is a basic law that permits the president to issue laws by
decree during the absence of the legislators -- if such laws are deemed
urgent -- the past period (during which the Palestine Legislative Council
(PLC) was not functioning) saw the issuing of more than 400 laws or
amendments to legislation by the president. Many of these laws and

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_30
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=15122#A15122_25


amendments were clearly not urgently needed. 



28: Is the executive leadership subject to criminal proceedings?

28a    In law, the heads of state and government can be prosecuted for crimes they commit.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 12, [ LINK ] 

Amended Basic Law, 2003, article 76, [ LINK ] 

28b    In law, ministerial-level officials can be prosecuted for crimes they commit.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, article 75, [ LINK ] 

Amended Basic Law, 2003, article 76, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_12
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_76
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_75
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_76


29: Are there regulations governing conflicts of interest by the executive
branch?

29a    In law, the heads of state and government are required to file a regular asset disclosure
form.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 11, [ LINK ] 

Amended Basic Law, 2003, article 80, [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: http://www.palestinianbasiclaw.org/2003-amended-basic-law 

 

29b    In law, ministerial-level officials are required to file a regular asset disclosure form.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, article 80 [ LINK ] 

Law No. 1 of 2005, article 2, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 1 of 2005, article 16, [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: http://www.palestinianbasiclaw.org/2003-amended-basic-law 

 

29c    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
executive branch.

Score: NO

References: Law No. 13 of 2004, article 7, No. 7, [ LINK ] 

Jordanian Criminal Code Law (No.16), 1960, article 170, [ LINK ] 

Jordanian criminal Code Law (No.16), 1960, article 171, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are no regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to
members of the executive branch, but there are punishments for
receiving them. 

29d    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the executive branch
asset disclosure forms (defined here as ministers and heads of state and government).

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 8, [ LINK ] 

29e    In law, there are restrictions on heads of state and government and ministers entering
the private sector after leaving the government.

Score: NO

References: No such restrictions. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Some of them are part of the private sector during their ministerial
time. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_11
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_80
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_80
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_2
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_16
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14740#A14740_7
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581#A06581_170
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581#A06581_171
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_8


 

29f    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
heads of state and government and ministers are effective.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, his office at PLC. 
Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, his office at
ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are no such regulations restricting post-government private
sector employment for heads of state and government and ministers. 

29g    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
executive branch are effective.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ]. 

Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, his office at PLC. 

29h    In practice, executive branch asset disclosures (defined here as ministers and above)
are audited.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, his office at PLC. 
Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at PLC and
researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

A list of assets is filed in a closed envelope at the high court. It is not
opened or audited unless there is a court order to do so. There were
no cases of reviewing the disclosures. 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


30: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government?

30a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government.

Score: NO

References: Amended Basic Law 2003, article 80, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

A declaration is filed, but it is not available to the public. 

30b    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at PLC and researcher,
PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. A declaration is filed, but it is not available to the public. 

30c    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of the heads of state and
government at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. A declaration is filed, but it is not available to the public. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_80


31: Official government functions are kept separate and distinct from the
functions of the ruling political party.

31    In practice, official government functions are kept separate and distinct from the
functions of the ruling political party.

Score: 25

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The prevailing perception is that government funds, equipment and
personnel are utilized to support the ruling party's activities. 



32: Can members of the legislature be held accountable for their actions?

32a    In law, the judiciary can review laws passed by the legislature.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, section 6, article 103 [ LINK ] 

Law No.3 of 2006, article 24, [ LINK ] 

Law No.3 of 2006, article 25, [ LINK ] 

32b    In practice, when necessary, the judiciary reviews laws passed by the legislature.

Score: 25

References: Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In practice, the only case where the judiciary reviewed and enforced action
was on the Judicial Law No. 15 of 2005 regarding the independence of the
judiciary. 

32c    In law, are members of the national legislature subject to criminal proceedings?

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, section 4, article 53, No. 4, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 10 of 2004, article 24, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 10 of 2004, article 26, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_103
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=15122#A15122_24
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=15122#A15122_25
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_53
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14677#A14677_24
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14677#A14677_26


33: Are there regulations governing conflicts of interest by members of the
national legislature?

33a    In law, members of the national legislature are required to file an asset disclosure form.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, section 4, article 54, [ LINK ] 

33b    In law, there are restrictions for national legislators entering the private sector after
leaving the government.

Score: NO

References: No such restrictions exist. 

33c    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
national legislature.

Score: NO

References: There are no such regulations. 

33d    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the asset disclosure
forms of members of the national legislature.

Score: NO

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 8, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Commission of the Elimination of Illegal Gains has the right to audit
but is not obliged to do so. 

33e    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
national legislators are effective.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization 

33f    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to national legislators
are effective.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

33g    In practice, national legislative branch asset disclosures are audited.

Score: 0

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_54
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_8
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References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There were no cases of the auditing of national legislative branch asset
disclosures. 



34: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of members of the
national legislature?

34a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of members of the national
legislature.

Score: NO

References: Amended Basic law, 2003, article 54, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Declarations are filed, but they not available to the public. 

34b    In practice, citizens can access legislative asset disclosure records within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. Declarations are filed, but they are not available to the
public. 

34c    In practice, citizens can access legislative asset disclosure records at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. Declarations are filed, but they are not available to the
public. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_54


35: Can citizens access legislative processes and documents?

35a    In law, citizens can access records of legislative processes and documents.

Score: NO

References: The Bylaw of the Palestinian Legislative Council, 2000, article 17, [
LINK ] 

The Bylaw of the Palestinian Legislative Council, 2000, article 24, [
LINK ] 

The Bylaw of the Palestinian Legislative Council, 2000, article 27, [
LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

While secret legislative session minutes are clearly not accessible,
there is no stipulation concerning the accessibility of records of
regular sessions.There is nothing to prevent such access. 

35b    In practice, citizens can access records of legislative processes and documents within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 75

References: Professional study (AMAN), Nida' Hneiti, September 2006, "Access
to Information-PLC." 
Taleb Awad, Researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, 2008 MoP 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

While secret legislative session minutes are clearly not accessible,
there is no stipulation concerning the accessibility of records of
regular sessions. In practice individuals do access those records and
have encountered no objections, but the records are not well
organized. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Access to this information depends on personal relationships with
employees in PLC rather than on clear procedure. 

 

35c    In practice, citizens can access records of legislative processes and documents at a
reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: Professional study (AMAN), Nida' Hneiti, September 2006, "Access
to Information-PLC." 
Taleb Awad, Researcher, The Palestinian Institute for the Study of
Democracy-Muwatin, Sept. 17, MoP. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Access to this information depends on personal relationships with
employees in PLC rather than on clear procedure. 

 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14227#A14227_17
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36: Are judges appointed fairly?

36a    In law, there is a transparent procedure for selecting national-level judges.

Score: YES

References: Law No 1 of 2002, article 18, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Judges are appointed by the President, based upon a nomination from the
High Judicial Council. 

36b    In practice, professional criteria are followed in selecting national-level judges.

Score: 50

References: Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights (ICHR),
April 2007, "Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights Status in Palestine
2006." 
Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

One of the interviewees noted that he had learned of claims made by some
judges that some security organizations did not vet their appointments. 

36c    In law, there is a confirmation process for national-level judges (i.e. conducted by the
legislature or an independent body).

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2002, article 28, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The president can conduct the the confirmation process. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_18
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_28


37: Can members of the judiciary be held accountable for their actions?

37a    In law, members of the national-level judiciary are obliged to give reasons for their
decisions.

Score: YES

References: Law No 1 of 2002, article 5, [ LINK ] 

37b    In practice, members of the national-level judiciary give reasons for their decisions.

Score: 100

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at ICHR. 

37c    In law, there is a disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism) for the national-level
judicial system.

Score: YES

References: Judicial Inspection Department. 
Law of the Judicial Authority No (1), 2002, article 42, [ LINK ] 

The Decision of the High Judicial Council No. 4 of 2006 concerning the
Bylaw on Judicial Inspection, article 5, [ LINK ] 

The Decision of the High Judicial Council No. 4 of 2006 concerning the
Bylaw on Judicial Inspection, article 6, [ LINK ] 

The Decision of the High Judicial Council No. 4 of 2006 concerning the
Bylaw on Judicial Inspection, article 12, [ LINK ] 

37d    In law, the judicial disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism) is protected from
political interference.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, articles 97 and 100 [ LINK ] 

Law of the Judicial Authority No (1), 2002, article 1, [ LINK ] 

The Decision of the High Judicial Council No. 4 of 2006 concerning the
Bylaw on Judicial Inspection, article 2, [ LINK ] 

37e    In practice, when necessary, the judicial disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism)
initiates investigations.

Score: 50

References: Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights (ICHR),
April 2007, "Twelfth Annual Report- The Human Rights Status in Palestine
2006." 
Government report, High Judicial Council, May 2008, Third Annual Report
2007, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_5
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_42
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http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=15333#A15333_6
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=15333#A15333_12
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_97
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Social Scientist's
Comments:

Investigations that are initiated by the disciplinary committee of the judiciary
are seen to be done selectively. 

37f    In practice, when necessary, the judicial disciplinary agency (or equivalent mechanism)
imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 0

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Investigations often end with compromises such as giving someone a
promotion in conjunction with a accepting their resignation. 



38: Are there regulations governing conflicts of interest for the national-level
judiciary?

38a    In law, members of the national-level judiciary are required to file an asset disclosure
form.

Score: YES

References: Law No 1 of 2002, article 28, [ LINK ] 

38b    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
national-level judiciary.

Score: YES

References: The Decision of the High Judicial Council No. 3 of 2006 Concerning the
Judicial Code of Conduct, article 17, [ LINK ] 

38c    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the asset disclosure
forms of members of the national-level judiciary.

Score: NO

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 8, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Commission of the Elimination of Illegal Gains has the right to perform
audits, but it is not obliged to do so. 

38d    In law, there are restrictions for national-level judges entering the private sector after
leaving the government.

Score: NO

References: No such restrictions exist. 

38e    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
national-level judges are effective.

Score: 0

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 

38f    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to members of the
national-level judiciary are effective.

Score: 25

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_28
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=15332#A15332_17
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References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Bribery of the judiciary is a not common occurrence. The sources refer to
cases where decisions were shaped, or even changed, after interference
was revealed. 

38g    In practice, national-level judiciary asset disclosures are audited.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Commission of the Elimination of Illegal Gains has the right to
performs audits, but is it not obliged to do so. 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


39: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of members of the
national-level judiciary?

39a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of members of the
national-level judiciary.

Score: NO

References: Law of the Judicial Authority No (1), 2002, article 28, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The asset disclosures are filed, but they not available to the public. 

39b    In practice, citizens can access judicial asset disclosure records within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

39c    In practice, citizens can access judicial asset disclosure records at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20, 2008,
Al-Haq Organization. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_28
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40: Can the legislature provide input to the national budget?

40a    In law, the legislature can amend the budget.

Score: YES

References: Law No.7 of 1998, article 3, [ LINK ] 

40b    In practice, significant public expenditures require legislative approval.

Score: 0

References: Reports series (16), AMAN, February 2008, "Revenues and
Expenditures of PA in 2006-2007." 
Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), May 2008, "13th Annual Report- The Human Rights Status
in Palestine 2007." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The legislature was not functioning for the period under examination. 
The last time the Palestinian legislative council (PLC) convened with
a quorum was on April 24, 2007. There are two reasons they have
not convened since then: more than one-third of the legislators were
imprisoned by Israel and the majority of the Parliamentary majority is
amongst those imprisoned. 

The second reason relates to the clashes between the followers of
the two major lists of the Council that led to the seizure of full control
by Hamas of the Gaza strip and the appointment of an emergency
cabinet in the West Bank, which led to the existence of two
governments. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: After the Legislative Council approves the annual budget, the
government, per law, is not forced to return back to the Legislative
Council to approve certain spending. The Legislative Council,
however, can question the government spending. 

 

40c    In practice, the legislature has sufficient capacity to monitor the budget process and
provide input or changes.

Score: 0

References: Reports series (16), AMAN, February 2008, "Revenues and
Expenditures of PA in 2006-2007." 
Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), May 2008, "13th Annual Report- The Human Rights Status
in Palestine 2007." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The last time the Palestinian legislative council (PLC) convened with
a quorum was on April 24, 2007. There are two reasons they have
not convened since then: more than one-third of the legislators were
imprisoned by Israel and the majority of the Parliamentary majority is
amongst those imprisoned. 
The second reason relates to the clashes between the followers of
the two major lists of the Council that led to the seizure of full control

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12668#A12668_3


by Hamas of the Gaza strip and the appointment of an emergency
cabinet in the West Bank, which led to the existence of two
governments. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The legislature has sufficient resources for monitoring, but they are
not used properly due to contention between Fatah and Hamas, the
two major parties, and because many legislatures are in Israeli
prisons. 

 



41: Can citizens access the national budgetary process?

41a    In practice, the national budgetary process is conducted in a transparent manner in the
debating stage (i.e. before final approval).

Score: 0

References: Reports series (16), AMAN, February 2008, "Revenues and
Expenditures of PA in 2006-2007." 
Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), May 2008, "13th Annual Report- The Human Rights Status
in Palestine 2007." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Palestine Legislative Council (PLC) has not convene in over a
year. The last time the PLC convened with quorum was on April 24,
2007. There are two reasons for that: more than one-third of the
legislators were imprisoned by Israel, and the majority of the
parliamentary majority is among those imprisoned. 
The second reason relates to the clashes between the followers of
the two major lists of the Council that led to the seizure of full control
by Hamas of the Gaza strip and the appointment of an emergency
cabinet in the West Bank, which led to existence of two governments. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The division between West Bank and Gaza is the main reason. 

 

41b    In practice, citizens provide input at budget hearings.

Score: 0

References: Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The last time the PLC convened with a quorum was on April 24,
2007. There are two reasons for that: more than one-third of the
legislators were imprisoned by Israel, and the majority of the
parliamentary majority is among those imprisoned. 
The second reason relates to the clashes between the followers of
the two major lists of the Council that led to the seizure of full control
by Hamas of the Gaza strip and the appointment of an emergency
cabinet in the West Bank, which led to existence of two governments. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Previous experience when the Legislative Council was operating
shows that citizens have no input in the budget. 

 

41c    In practice, citizens can access itemized budget allocations.

Score: 0



References: Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

This year's budget was not approved by the Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), but hard copy of all previous itemized budget reports
are available to the public. 



42: Is there a separate legislative committee which provides oversight of public
funds?

42    In law, is there a separate legislative committee which provides oversight of public
funds?

Score: YES

References: General Budget and Financial Affairs Committee. 
The Bylaw of the Palestinian Legislative Council, 2000, article 48, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14227#A14227_48


43: Is the legislative committee overseeing the expenditure of public funds
effective?

43a    In practice, department heads regularly submit reports to this committee.

Score: 25

References: Reports series (16), AMAN, February 2008, "Revenues and
Expenditures of PA in 2006-2007." 
Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In the past year, only one quarterly report was submitted and it was
delayed. 

43b    In practice, the committee acts in a non-partisan manner with members of opposition
parties serving on the committee in an equitable fashion.

Score: 75

References: Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The PLC (including committees) is not functioning, but in the
timeframe for this report the committee is formed and it has
representation from 4 different parties. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Because the legislative branch is not working now, it is hard to judge.
Before the last council, this committee was formed from the ruling
party alone. 

 

43c    In practice, when necessary, this committee initiates independent investigations into
financial irregularities.

Score: 25

References: Reports series (16), AMAN, February 2008, "Revenues and
Expenditures of PA in 2006-2007." 
Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Although the committee starts investigations, they are never
completed. 



44: Are there national regulations for the civil service encompassing, at least,
the managerial and professional staff?

44a    In law, there are regulations requiring an impartial, independent and fairly managed civil
service.

Score: NO

References: There are no formal rules for establishing an independent civil service. 

44b    In law, there are regulations to prevent nepotism, cronyism, and patronage within the
civil service.

Score: YES

References: The Decision of the Council of Ministers No. (45) of 2005 A.D. concerning
the Bylaw of The Law of Civil Service No. (4) of 1998 which was amended
by The Law No. (4) of 2005, articles 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, [ LINK ] 

44c    In law, there is an independent redress mechanism for the civil service.

Score: NO

References: The Head of the Governmental Department. The Law of Civil Service No.
(4) of 1998, article 105, [ LINK ] 

The Decision of the Council of Ministers No. (45) of 2005 concerning the
Bylaw of The Law of Civil Service No. (4) of 1998 which was amended by
The Law No. (4) of 2005, article 160, [ LINK ] 

44d    In law, civil servants convicted of corruption are prohibited from future government
employment.

Score: YES

References: The Law of Illegal Gains No. 1 of 2005, article 31, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegTextE.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14914
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12424#A12424_105
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45: Is the law governing the administration and civil service effective?

45a    In practice, civil servants are protected from political interference.

Score: 25

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bereau, Sept. 24, 2008, Telephone call to his office.
Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of
justice and former head of legal committee at the Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of
publishing the official gazette), Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone
to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Last year witnessed a civil service strike that was seen to be
politically instigated to a significant extent. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In the last year, thousands of employees were dismissed from their
work because of their political affiliations. 

 

45b    In practice, civil servants are appointed and evaluated according to professional criteria.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study, AMAN, report series no. (2), 2006, "Appointments
during Tenth Government." 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), May 2008, "13th Annual Report- Human Rights Status in
Palestine, 2007." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Last year witnessed a pattern of civil service appointments that was
clearly political. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: This was also the case in previous years, although it was less clear. 

 

45c    In practice, civil service management actions (e.g. hiring, firing, promotions) are not
based on nepotism, cronyism, or patronage.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study, AMAN, report series no. (2), 2006, "Appointments
during Tenth Government." 

Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), May 2008, "13th Annual Report- Human Rights Status in
Palestine, 2007." 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
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Social Scientist's
Comments:

Political considerations, personal loyalties, family connections, and
the like serve as common factors in hiring, firing, and promotion of
civil servants. 

45d    In practice, civil servants have clear job descriptions.

Score: 25

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Ministry of Planning is leading a process of developing a full set
of organizational structures for all ministries and other governmental
bodies that will include job descriptions. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The effort of developing a set of organizational structures was
initiated in 1998 and was completed several times, but it was never
implemented. 

 

45e    In practice, civil servant bonuses constitute only a small fraction of total pay.

Score: 50

References: Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

45f    In practice, the government publishes the number of authorized civil service positions
along with the number of positions actually filled.

Score: 50

References: Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The government rarely publishes such a list. 

 

45g    In practice, the independent redress mechanism for the civil service is effective.

Score: 25



References: Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The independent redress mechanism does not exist but there is a
trade union for civil servants. There are no known cases where this
mechanism was used. 

45h    In practice, in the past year, the government has paid civil servants on time.

Score: 75

References: Professional study, Independent Commission for Human Rights
(ICHR), May 2008, "13th Annual Report- Human Rights Status in
Palestine, 2007." 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

45i    In practice, civil servants convicted of corruption are prohibited from future government
employment.

Score: 100

References: Mohamed Salah Adein, Reporter of Budget Committee in the
Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his
office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

No such cases have been reported. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Corrupt civil servants were never convicted to asses this factor. 

 



46: Are there regulations addressing conflicts of interest for civil servants?

46a    In law, senior members of the civil service are required to file an asset disclosure form.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, articles 2 & 16, [ LINK ] 

46b    In law, there are requirements for civil servants to recuse themselves from policy
decisions where their personal interests may be affected.

Score: NO

References: Law No. 2 of 1997, Re The Palestinian Monetary Authority, article 23,
[ LINK ] 

Law No. (1) For The Year 1998, Re Investment Promotion in
Palestine, article 17, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The laws mentioned in Sources specifically apply to those who are
working in monetary and investment promotion. They do not apply to
all civil servants. 

46c    In law, there are restrictions for civil servants entering the private sector after leaving
the government.

Score: NO

References: No such restrictions exist. 

46d    In law, there are regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to civil servants.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 4 of 1998, article 67, [ LINK ] 

46e    In law, there are requirements for the independent auditing of the asset disclosure
forms of senior members of the civil service.

Score: NO

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 2, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 1 of 2005, article 8, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Commission of the Elimination of Illegal Gains has the right to
perform an audit but it is not obliged to do so. 

46f    In practice, the regulations restricting post-government private sector employment for
civil servants are effective.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_16
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegTextE.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12352
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegTextE.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12442
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12424#A12424_67
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_2
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_8


Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 

46g    In practice, the regulations governing gifts and hospitality offered to civil servants are
effective.

Score: 50

References: Professional study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Perceptions on this matter are vague. An entity designed for dealing
with these issues is yet to be formed. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There is no case filed in the judiciary system or leaked to the media
to assume these regulations have been ever implemented. 

 

46h    In practice, the requirements for civil service recusal from policy decisions affecting
personal interests are effective.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 

46i    In practice, civil service asset disclosures are audited.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


47: Can citizens access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants?

47a    In law, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants.

Score: NO

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, [ LINK ] 

47b    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants
within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 

47c    In practice, citizens can access the asset disclosure records of senior civil servants at a
reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745


48: Are employees protected from recrimination or other negative
consequences when reporting corruption (i.e. whistle-blowing)?

48a    In law, civil servants who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of power, or abuse of
resources are protected from recrimination or other negative consequences.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 19, [ LINK ] 

48b    In practice, civil servants who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of power, or
abuse of resources are protected from recrimination or other negative consequences.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission of illegal gains, to which whistle-blowers are supposed to
report, is yet to be formed. The current policy does not provide any
protection for whistle-blowers. 

48c    In law, private sector employees who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of power,
or abuse of resources are protected from recrimination or other negative consequences.

Score: NO

References: There are no legal provisions for the protection of private-sector
whistle-blowers. 

48d    In practice, private sector employees who report cases of corruption, graft, abuse of
power, or abuse of resources are protected from recrimination or other negative
consequences.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_19


49: Is there an internal mechanism (i.e. phone hotline, e-mail address, local
office) through which civil servants can report corruption?

49    In law, is there an internal mechanism (i.e. phone hotline, e-mail address, local office)
through which civil servants can report corruption?

Score: NO

References: No such mechanism (or its equivalent) exists. 



50: In practice, is the internal mechanism (i.e. phone hotline, e-mail address,
local office) through which civil servants can report corruption effective?

50a    In practice, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector corruption has a
professional, full-time staff.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption," [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The agency is not formed yet. 

50b    In practice, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector corruption receives
regular funding.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption," [ LINK ] 

50c    In practice, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector corruption acts on
complaints within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption," [ LINK ] 

50d    In practice, when necessary, the internal reporting mechanism for public sector
corruption initiates investigations.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption," [ LINK ] 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/seyasat.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/seyasat.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/seyasat.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.aman-palestine.org/Documents/Publication/seyasat.pdf


51: Is the public procurement process effective?

51a    In law, there are regulations addressing conflicts of interest for public procurement
officials.

Score: NO

References: No such rules exist. 

51b    In law, there is mandatory professional training for public procurement officials.

Score: NO

References: There is no mandatory training for public procurement officials. 

51c    In practice, the conflicts of interest regulations for public procurement officials are
enforced.

Score: 0

References: Professional study Reports series-12 (AMAN), Abdul Rahim Taha,
December 2007, "Conflict of Interest in National Palestinain Authority," 
Professional study Reports series-16 (AMAN), Ahmad Abu Dayya, Zakaria
Serhed, Ala' Lahlouh and Mahmoud Jaraba', February 2008,
"Governmental Procurements." 

International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

51d    In law, there is a mechanism that monitors the assets, incomes and spending habits of
public procurement officials.

Score: YES

References: The Financial and Administrative Control Authority Law No. 15 of 2004,
article 23, [ LINK ] 

51e    In law, major procurements require competitive bidding.

Score: YES

References: Law No.6 of 1999, article 4, [ LINK ] 

Law No.6 of 1999, article 18, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 9 of 1998, article 12, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 9 of 1998, article 13, [ LINK ] 

51f    In law, strict formal requirements limit the extent of sole sourcing.

Score: YES

References: Law No.6 of 1999, article 12, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 9 of 1998, article 12, [ LINK ] 

51g    In law, unsuccessful bidders can instigate an official review of procurement decisions.

Score: YES

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14742#A14742_23
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13425#A13425_4
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13425#A13425_18
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12684#A12684_12
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12684#A12684_13
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12684#A12684_1
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=12684#A12684_12


References: Law No.6 of 1999, article 16, [ LINK ] 

51h    In law, unsuccessful bidders can challenge procurement decisions in a court of law.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 3 of 2001, article 274, [ LINK ] 

Law No. (5) of 2001, article 22, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Any administrative decisions can be challenged, including those on
procurement. 

51i    In law, companies guilty of major violations of procurement regulations (i.e. bribery) are
prohibited from participating in future procurement bids.

Score: YES

References: Law No.6 of 1999, article 26, [ LINK ] 

51j    In practice, companies guilty of major violations of procurement regulations (i.e. bribery)
are prohibited from participating in future procurement bids.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18, 2008, interview at
his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Procurement committees can, but are not obliged to, exclude companies
that are guilty of violations (bribery leads to the automatic revocation of the
contract).There is no cooling-off period or a blacklist in law. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13425#A13425_16
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13854#A13854_274
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13857#A13857_22
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13425#A13425_26


52: Can citizens access the public procurement process?

52a    In law, citizens can access public procurement regulations.

Score: YES

References: Law No.6, 1999, article 5, [ LINK ] 

52b    In law, the government is required to publicly announce the results of procurement
decisions.

Score: NO

References: Law No.6, 1999, article 13, [ LINK ] 

52c    In practice, citizens can access public procurement regulations within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to the law, tenders are required to be published in
newspapers but not the regulations governing them. However, public
procurement regulations can be purchased from the Tender
Committee. The regulations are only sold to those who intend to
participate in bidding. They are not available to all citizens. 

52d    In practice, citizens can access public procurement regulations at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to the law, tenders are required to be published in
newspapers but not the regulations governing them. However, public
procurement regulations can be purchased from the Tender
Committee. The regulations are only sold to those who intend to
participate in bidding. They are not available to all citizens. 

52e    In practice, major public procurements are effectively advertised.

Score: 75

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13425#A13425_5
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13425#A13425_13


References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Experience shows that not all major public procurements are
effectively advertised. 

 

52f    In practice, citizens can access the results of major public procurement bids.

Score: 0

References: Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN , Sept. 18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Only bidders have access. 



53: Is the privatization process effective?

53a    In law, all businesses are eligible to compete for privatized state assets.

Score: YES

References: Nothing in the law prevents any business from competing for privatized
state assets. 

53b    In law, there are regulations addressing conflicts of interest for government officials
involved in privatization.

Score: NO

References: There are no such regulations. 

53c    In practice, conflicts of interest regulations for government officials involved in
privatization are enforced.

Score: 0

References: Bilal Barghouthi, Legal Advisor, Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sep.
17, interview at his office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at the PLC, researcher and
academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008,
interview at his office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 



54: Can citizens access the terms and conditions of privatization bids?

54a    In law, citizens can access privatization regulations.

Score: NO

References: There are no privatization regulations. 

54b    In practice, privatizations are effectively advertised.

Score: 25

References: Bilal Barghouthi, Legal Advisor, Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sep.
17, interview at his office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of Committees at the PLC, researcher and
academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008,
interview at his office at the PLC. 

54c    In law, the government is required to publicly announce the results of privatization
decisions.

Score: NO

References: There are no such regulations. 

54d    In practice, citizens can access privatization regulations within a reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: Bilal Barghouthi, Legal Advisor, Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sep.
17, interview at his office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of Committees at the PLC, researcher and
academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008,
interview at his office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 

54e    In practice, citizens can access privatization regulations at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Bilal Barghouthi, Legal Advisor, Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sep.
17, interview at his office at the PLC. 
Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of Committees at the PLC, researcher and
academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008,
interview at his office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Not applicable. 



55: Is there a national ombudsman, public protector or equivalent agency (or
collection of agencies) covering the entire public sector?

55    In law, is there a national ombudsman, public protector or equivalent agency (or
collection of agencies) covering the entire public sector?

Score: YES

References: The Independent Commission for Human Rights. 
Amended Basic Law, 2003, article 31, [ LINK ] 

Resolution Regarding Constitution of the Higher National Palestinian
Commission for Human Rights (No.59), 1994, article 1, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The office is limited to human rights issues. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There is also an ombudsman bureau at the Palestinian Legislative
Council. 

 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_31
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=9665


56: Is the national ombudsman effective?

56a    In law, the ombudsman is protected from political interference.

Score: YES

References: Resolution Regarding Constitution of the Higher National Palestinian
Commission for Human Rights (No.59), 1994, article 2, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The protection clauses are implicit. 

56b    In practice, the ombudsman is protected from political interference.

Score: 75

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The protection is not efficient or sufficient. 

56c    In practice, the head of the ombudsman agency/entity is protected from removal without
relevant justification.

Score: 100

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In practice the president has not removed the head of the
ombudsman. The appointment has, so far been made based on the
reccomendation of the board. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The president appoints and removes the head of the ombudsman
agency, and it depends on him to provide or not provide
justifications. 

 

56d    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 100

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=9665
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

56e    In practice, agency appointments support the independence of the ombudsman agency
(or agencies).

Score: 100

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

56f    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) receives regular funding.

Score: 75

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no state-allocated funding for the Independent Commission
for Human Rights (ICHR). Its funding comes from donors and must
be renewed every three years. 

56g    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) makes publicly available reports.

Score: 100

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study, The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of
Global Dialogue & Democracy (MIFTAH) & AMAN, Jihad Harb, 2003,
"Oversight & Accountability in Palestinian Public Sector." 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


www.ICHR.org. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

All Independent Commission for Human Rights (ICHR) reports are
available online. 

56h    In practice, when necessary, the national ombudsman (or equivalent agency or
agencies) initiates investigations.

Score: 50

References: iInternational study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study, The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of
Global Dialogue & Democracy (MIFTAH) & AMAN, Jihad Harb, 2003,
"Oversight & Accountability in Palestinian Public Sector." 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

Website of the ombudsman, [ LINK ] 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In the last year the government arrested hundreds of Palestinians for
political reasons. Some were killed in prisons or in universities. The
government prevented many peaceful activities for political parties,
and the ombudsman agency was not active in reporting or in
investigating these events. 

 

56i    In practice, when necessary, the national ombudsman (or equivalent agency or
agencies) imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 75

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In the last year, the ombudsman agency didn't play this role
effectively according to records of government violation to human
rights. 

 

56j    In practice, the government acts on the findings of the ombudsman agency (or agencies).

Score: 25

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.ichr.ps/atemplate.php?id=8&lid=8
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdfAbdel


References: Professional study, The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of
Global Dialogue & Democracy (MIFTAH) & AMAN, Jihad Harb, 2003,
"Oversight & Accountability in Palestinian Public Sector." 
International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The government rarely acts on the findings of the ombudsman. 

56k    In practice, the ombudsman agency (or agencies) acts on citizen complaints within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 75

References: Bilal Barghouthi, Legal Advisor, Palestine Legislative Council (PLC),
Sept. 17, 2008, interview at his office at the PLC. 
Abdel Rahim Taha, Head of Complaints Office at Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) and researcher, PLC/ AMAN, Sept.18,
2008, interview at his office at PLC. 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The ombudsman usually acts on the complaints in a reasonable time
period. Last year there were some delays, possibly due to a change
of staff and to a lack of clarity regarding the political situation. 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


57: Can citizens access the reports of the ombudsman?

57a    In law, citizens can access reports of the ombudsman(s).

Score: NO

References: Amended Basic Law, 2003, article 31, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no stipulation that the ombudsman's reports should be made
available to the public. 

57b    In practice, citizens can access the reports of the ombudsman(s) within a reasonable
time period.

Score: 100

References: iInternational study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study, The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of Global
Dialogue & Democracy (MIFTAH) & AMAN, Jihad Harb, 2003, "Oversight &
Accountability in Palestinian Public Sector." 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent Commission
for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

www.ICHR.org 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The ombudsman reports are published online. 

57c    In practice, citizens can access the reports of the ombudsman(s) at a reasonable cost.

Score: 100

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study, The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of Global
Dialogue & Democracy (MIFTAH) & AMAN, Jihad Harb, 2003, "Oversight &
Accountability in Palestinian Public Sector." 

Dr. Camille Mansour, Dean of Law and Public Administration Faculty,
Birzheit University (BZU) and Commissioner of Independent Commission
for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 21, 2008, residence. 

www.ICHR.org 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The ombudsman reports are published online. Hard copies and CDs of the
reports are available for free. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_31
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


58: Is there a national supreme audit institution, auditor general or equivalent
agency covering the entire public sector?

58    In law, is there a national supreme audit institution, auditor general or equivalent agency
covering the entire public sector?

Score: YES

References: The Financial and Administrative Control Authority Amended Basic Law,
2003, article 96, [ LINK ] 

The Law of the Financial and Administrative Control Authority No. 15 of
2004, article 2, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_96
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14742#A14742_2


59: Is the supreme audit institution effective?

59a    In law, the supreme audit institution is protected from political interference.

Score: YES

References: The Law of the Financial and Administrative Control Authority No. 15
of 2004, article 12, [ LINK ] 

59b    In practice, the head of the audit agency is protected from removal without relevant
justification.

Score: 75

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 

Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at
his office at the ICHR. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The president appoints him, and nothing in the basic law protects
him from being removed without justifications. 

 

59c    In practice, the audit agency has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 75

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at
his office at the ICHR. 

Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bureau, Sept. 24, 2008, telephone call to his office. 

59d    In practice, audit agency appointments support the independence of the agency.

Score: 50

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at
his office at the ICHR. 

Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bureau, Sept. 24, 2008, telephone call to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

According to its director, the audit agency is financially and
administratively dependent on the executive branch, and, hence, the
independence of its staff is not guaranteed. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14742#A14742_12
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


59e    In practice, the audit agency receives regular funding.

Score: 50

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 
Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bureau, Sept. 24, 2008, telephone call to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The audit agency's funding is affected by the financial situation of the
Palestinian Authority (PA) It is not financially and administratively
independent from the executive branch. 

59f    In practice, the audit agency makes regular public reports.

Score: 50

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 

Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bureau, Sept. 24, 2008, telephone call to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Release of the first-quarter report of 2008 was delayed and it is not
yet available to the public. 

59g    In practice, the government acts on the findings of the audit agency.

Score: 25

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 

Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at
his office at the ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The audit agency was reactivated recently after a period of inactivity.
It is generally perceived that the government does not act seriously
on the findings of this agency. The agency submits its reports to the
Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC), which is currently inactive, and
the President. 

59h    In practice, the audit agency is able to initiate its own investigations.

Score: 50

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 

Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bureau, Sept. 24, 2008, telephone call to his office. 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


Social Scientist's
Comments:

The audit agency initiates investigations but does not have enough
mandate to enforce cooperation. Sometimes investigations are not
completed. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The agency rarely initiates investigations by itself. 

 



60: Can citizens access reports of the supreme audit institution?

60a    In law, citizens can access reports of the audit agency.

Score: NO

References: There is no such regulation. 

60b    In practice, citizens can access audit reports within a reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at
his office at the ICHR. 

Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bureau, Sept. 24, 2008, telephone call to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Audit reports are published online, but there are significant delays in
their publication. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: There are no published reports so far. 

 

60c    In practice, citizens can access the audit reports at a reasonable cost.

Score: 0

References: Naser Rayyes, Legal Researcher, Al-Haq Organization, Sept. 20,
2008, Al-Haq Organization. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at
his office at the ICHR. 

Jamal Abu Bakr, Director General, State Audit and Administrative
Control Bureau, Sept. 24, 2008, telephone call to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Reports are published online, but the big delays in their publication
renders them irrelevant. 



61: Is there a national tax collection agency?

61    In law, is there a national tax collection agency?

Score: YES

References: Law No. 17 of 2004, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Tax department at Ministry of Finance. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14744


62: Is the tax collection agency effective?

62a    In practice, the tax collection agency has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 100

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The department in Ministry of Finance has a professional staff. 

62b    In practice, the tax agency receives regular funding.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

As the department is located and functions through Ministry of Finance, it
depends on the financial situation of the Palestinian Authority (PA) and its
funding is usually small and insufficient. 



63: Are tax laws enforced uniformly and without discrimination?

63    In practice, are tax laws enforced uniformly and without discrimination?

Score: 75

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 



64: Is there a national customs and excise agency?

64    In law, is there a national customs and excise agency?

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 1962, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Customs Department at the Ministry of Finance. 
According to the Oslo Accords, the Palestinian Authority (PA) is not entitled
to define customs. . 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=4383#A04383_11


65: Is the customs and excise agency effective?

65a    In practice, the customs and excise agency has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 100

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Most of the customs and excise taxes are collected by Israel. For the
remainder, the department's staff is sufficient. 

65b    In practice, the customs and excise agency receives regular funding.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The department's funding depends on the financial situation of the
Palestinian National Authority (PNA) as it is a part of and located in the
Ministry of Finance. 



66: Are customs and excise laws enforced uniformly and without
discrimination?

66    In practice, are customs and excise laws enforced uniformly and without discrimination?

Score: 75

References: Dr. Ahmad Abu Dayya, Head of committees at Palestine Legislative
Council (PLC), researcher and academic, PLC/ AMAN and Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 18, 2008, interview at his office at PLC. 
Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There is no Palestinian law regarding customs and excise. The laws in the
Paris Protocol are followed. 



67: Is there an agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism
overseeing state-owned companies?

67    In law, is there an agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies?

Score: YES

References: Law No. 15 of 2004, article 31, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The Financial and Administrative Control Authority oversees state-owned
companies. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14742#A14742_31


68: Is the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies effective?

68a    In law, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies is protected from political interference.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 15 of 2004, article 2, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 15 of 2004, article 11, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 15 of 2004, article 12, [ LINK ] 

68b    In practice, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 25

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson,
Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The existence of political consideration in the recruitment process
and the fact that the agency that oversees state-owned companies
was inactive for several years contribute to the perception that the
staff is not professional. 

68c    In practice, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism overseeing
state-owned companies receives regular funding.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson,
Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The agency's funding is affected by political consideration and the
financial situation of the Palestinian Authority. 

68d    In practice, when necessary, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism
overseeing state-owned companies independently initiates investigations.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson,
Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The agency initiates investigations but does not have enough
mandate to enforce cooperation. Sometimes the investigations are
not completed. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14742#A14742_2
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14742#A14742_11
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14742#A14742_12


Peer Reviewer's Comments: The agency rarely initiates investigations about state-owned
companies. 

 

68e    In practice, when necessary, the agency, series of agencies, or equivalent mechanism
overseeing state-owned companies imposes penalties on offenders.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson,
Birzheit University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The agency does not have the power to impose penalties. It reports
to the Palestine Legislative Council (PLC) and to the President.
During the last year, the PLC was not functioning and the President
did not take action to impose any penalties. 



69: Can citizens access the financial records of state-owned companies?

69a    In law, citizens can access the financial records of state-owned companies.

Score: NO

References: No such rules exist. 

69b    In practice, the financial records of state-owned companies are regularly updated.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 

69c    In practice, the financial records of state-owned companies are audited according to
international accounting standards.

Score: 100

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 

Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of justice
and former head of legal committee at the Palestine Legislative Council
(PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of publishing the official gazette),
Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone to his office. 

69d    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of state-owned companies within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 25

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The law does not guarantee public access to the financial records of
state-owned companies. 

69e    In practice, citizens can access the financial records of state-owned companies at a
reasonable cost.

Score: 25

References: Dr. Azmi Shuaibi, AMAN's Commissioner for Combating Corruption,
Transparency Palestine-AMAN, Sept. 20, 2008, AMAN Coalition. 
Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 



70: Are business licenses available to all citizens?

70a    In law, anyone may apply for a business license.

Score: YES

References: Amended Basic law, 2003, article 21, [ LINK ] 

Law No.12 of 1964, article 12, [ LINK ] 

70b    In law, a complaint mechanism exists if a business license request is denied.

Score: YES

References: Law No.12 of 1964, article 12, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Appeals can be made to the Minister of the National Economy, then the
High Court. 

70c    In practice, citizens can obtain any necessary business license (i.e. for a small import
business) within a reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU) Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at the ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The delay in obtaining a business license is partially due to the need to
obtain approvals from several departments. 

70d    In practice, citizens can obtain any necessary business license (i.e. for a small import
business) at a reasonable cost.

Score: 75

References: Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU) Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at the ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The licenses are not for free, but the fees are reasonable. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14138#A14138_21
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=1812#A01812_12
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=1812#A01812_12


71: Are there transparent business regulatory requirements for basic health,
environmental, and safety standards?

71a    In law, basic business regulatory requirements for meeting public health standards are
transparent and publicly available.

Score: NO

References: The requirements are not transparent. 

71b    In law, basic business regulatory requirements for meeting public environmental
standards are transparent and publicly available.

Score: NO

References: The requirements are not transparent. 

71c    In law, basic business regulatory requirements for meeting public safety standards are
transparent and publicly available.

Score: YES

References: Decision of the Council of Ministers, No 21 of 2003, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14593


72: Does government effectively enforce basic health, environmental, and
safety standards on businesses?

72a    In practice, business inspections by government officials to ensure public health
standards are being met are carried out in a uniform and even-handed manner.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU) Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at the ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Business inspections by government officials are very rare. 

72b    In practice, business inspections by government officials to ensure public
environmental standards are being met are carried out in a uniform and even-handed manner.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU) Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at the ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Business Inspections by officials are very rare. There are no penalties. 

72c    In practice, business inspections by government officials to ensure public safety
standards are being met are carried out in a uniform and even-handed manner.

Score: 0

References: Dr. Nasr AbdelKarim, Department of Accounting Chairperson, Birzheit
University (BZU) Sept. 21, 2008, BZU campus. 
Mousa Abu-Dheim, Director of West Bank Program, Independent
Commission for Human Rights (ICHR), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his
office at the ICHR. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Business inspections by officials are very rare. There are no penalties. 



73: Is there legislation criminalizing corruption?

73a    In law, attempted corruption is illegal.

Score: NO

References: Jordanian Criminal Code Law No.16 of 1960, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Anti-corruption law did not mention attempted bribery, but the
criminal code law stipulates a punishment for bribes requested by a
civil service official. 

73b    In law, extortion is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Jordanian criminal Code Law No.16 of 1960, articles 171, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 1 of 2005, article 1, [ LINK ] 

73c    In law, offering a bribe (i.e. active corruption) is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Jordanian Criminal Code Law No.16 of 1960, article 172, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Bribery is only mentioned in the criminal code but not in
anti-corruption law. 

73d    In law, receiving a bribe (i.e. passive corruption) is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Jordanian Criminal Code Law No.16 of 1960, article 170, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 1 of 2005, article 1, [ LINK ] 

73e    In law, bribing a foreign official is illegal.

Score: NO

References: Not mentioned. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Anti-corruption law did not mention attempt at bribery, but the
criminal code law stipulates a punishment for bribes requested by civil
service officials. 

73f    In law, using public resources for private gain is illegal.

Score: YES

References: The Decision of the Council of Ministers No. (45) of 2005 concerning
the Bylaw of the Law of the Civil Service No. (4) of 1998 amended by
Law No. (4) of 2005, article 85, [ LINK ] 

Jordanian Law No. 16 of 1960, article 176, [ LINK ] 

73g    In law, using confidential state information for private gain is illegal.

Score: NO

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581#A06581_171
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_1
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581#A06581_172
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581#A06581_170
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745#A14745_1
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14914#A14914_85
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581#A06581_176


References: No mention. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Although this might not be explicitly said in a law, it exists implicitly in
some articles in the basic law that are related to the cabinet. It is also
well known among civil servants that using confidential information for
personal gains is illegal. 

 

73h    In law, money laundering is illegal.

Score: NO

References: A draft law concerning money laundering has not yet been
promulgated. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The government accused and closed many Hamas charities on the
basis of money laundering. 

 

73i    In law, conspiracy to commit a crime (i.e. organized crime) is illegal.

Score: YES

References: Jordanian Law No.16 of 1960, article 157, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=6581#A06581_157


74: Is there an agency (or group of agencies) with a legal mandate to address
corruption?

74    In law, is there an agency (or group of agencies) with a legal mandate to address
corruption?

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, article 3, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Commission of the Elimination of Illegal Gains is intended to address
corruption. However, the commission only exists in law and is yet to be
formed. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegTextE.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745


75: Is the anti-corruption agency effective?

75a    In law, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) is protected from political interference.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, articles 3 & 7, [ LINK ] 

75b    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) is protected from political
interference.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Bilal Barghouthi, Legal Advisor, Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept.
17, 2008, interview at his office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission for anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

75c    In practice, the head of the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) is protected from
removal without relevant justification.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Bilal Barghouthi, Legal Advisor, Palestine Legislative Council (PLC), Sept.
17, 2008, interview at his office at the PLC. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission for anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

75d    In practice, appointments to the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) are based on
professional criteria.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

75e    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) has a professional, full-time staff.

Score: 0

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegTextE.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

75f    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) receives regular funding.

Score: 0

References: iInternational study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

75g    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) makes regular public reports.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

75h    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) has sufficient powers to carry out
its mandate.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

75i    In practice, when necessary, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) independently
initiates investigations.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 



76: Can citizens access the anti-corruption agency?

76a    In practice, the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) acts on complaints within a
reasonable time period.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption has not been formed yet. 

76b    In practice, citizens can complain to the anti-corruption agency (or agencies) without
fear of recrimination.

Score: 0

References: International study, Hadeel Qazzaz, 2007, "Reconstruction National
Integrity System Survey," [ LINK ] 

Professional study (AMAN), Ali Abu Dyak & Naser Rayyes, 2008,
"Palestinian Policies and Legislation for Anti-Corruption." 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The commission on anti-corruption had not been formed yet. 

http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf
http://www.tiri.org/images/stories/NIR%20Countries%20-20Researches/Palestine/RINIS.pdf


77: Is there an appeals mechanism for challenging criminal judgments?

77a    In law, there is a general right of appeal.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 3 of 2001, article 274, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 5 of 2001, article 22, [ LINK ] 

77b    In practice, appeals are resolved within a reasonable time period.

Score: 75

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit University
(BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The new law of criminal procedure comes from the Egyptian tradition while
criminal law is based on Jordanian traditions. This makes it difficult for
justice practitioners to utilize the appeals process. 

77c    In practice, citizens can use the appeals mechanism at a reasonable cost.

Score: 100

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit University
(BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his residence. 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13854#A13854_274
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13857#A13857_22


78: Do judgments in the criminal system follow written law?

78    In practice, do judgments in the criminal system follow written law?

Score: 100

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit University
(BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his residence. 



79: Are judicial decisions enforced by the state?

79    In practice, are judicial decisions enforced by the state?

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit University
(BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are cases where judicial decisions are not enforced by the state. 



80: Is the judiciary able to act independently?

80a    In law, the independence of the judiciary is guaranteed.

Score: YES

References: Law No 1 of 2002, article 1, [ LINK ] 

Law No 1 of 2002, article 2, [ LINK ] 

Law No 1 of 2002, article 3, [ LINK ] 

80b    In practice, national-level judges are protected from political interference.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The law guarantees judicial independence, but the perception is that
interference still occurs. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Judges mostly lean toward the ruling party, and cases related to
corruption and to human rights are mostly influenced by high officials'
interference. 

 

80c    In law, there is a transparent and objective system for distributing cases to
national-level judges.

Score: NO

References: The law does not mention how cases are to be assigned to judges. 

80d    In law, national-level judges are protected from removal without relevant justification.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2002, article 27, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 1 of 2002, article 56, [ LINK ] 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_1
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_2
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_3
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_27
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14053#A14053_56


81: Are judges safe when adjudicating corruption cases?

81a    In practice, in the last year, no judges have been physically harmed because of
adjudicating corruption cases.

Score: YES

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit University
(BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There were no cases of judges being physically harmed. However, Two
judges were kidnapped for several hours. The motives of the kidnappers
were not established fully. Corruption is not very likely as a motive on both
these cases because of the type of courts they presided over. 
The attorney general was targeted with a bomb planted in his car. There
were strong suspicions that this was related to a corruption investigation.
However, this incident took place after the time frame of this index. 

81b    In practice, in the last year, no judges have been killed because of adjudicating
corruption cases.

Score: YES

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit University
(BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his residence. 



82: Do citizens have equal access to the justice system?

82a    In practice, judicial decisions are not affected by racial or ethnic bias.

Score: 100

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Racial or ethnic diversity is not an issue in the court. The only
possible diversity issue might relate to foreign citizens. No cases of
bias were reported. 

82b    In practice, women have full access to the judicial system.

Score: 75

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Still, traditions against women affect judges to some extent. 

 

82c    In law, the state provides legal counsel for defendants in criminal cases who cannot
afford it.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 3 of 2001, article 244, [ LINK ] 

Law No. 3 of 2001, article 245, [ LINK ] 

82d    In practice, the state provides adequate legal counsel for defendants in criminal cases
who cannot afford it.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

It is not a duty of the state, but rather a duty of the Bar Association. 

82e    In practice, citizens earning the median yearly income can afford to bring a legal suit.

Score: 75

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13854#A13854_244
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=13854#A13854_245


References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

82f    In practice, a typical small retail business can afford to bring a legal suit.

Score: 75

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

82g    In practice, all citizens have access to a court of law, regardless of geographic location.

Score: 75

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 



83: Is the law enforcement agency (i.e. the police) effective?

83a    In practice, appointments to the law enforcement agency (or agencies) are made
according to professional criteria.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of
justice and former head of legal committee at the Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of
publishing the official gazette), Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone
to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The criteria for appointment are not limited to professional
considerations. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Politics play an important role in appointments. 

 

83b    In practice, the law enforcement agency (or agencies) has a budget sufficient to carry
out its mandate.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Justice Hani Natour, member of the High Judicial Council (HJC), The
Judicial Authority, Sept. 23, 2008, interview by phone to his
residence. 

Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of
justice and former head of legal committee at the Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of
publishing the official gazette), Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone
to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

There are certain areas or activities in law enforcement that suffer
from budget deficiencies. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In the last year, the budget allocated for law enforcement agencies
represents more than 20 percent of the government budget. There
are more than 50,000 employees in these agencies, accounting for
one-third of the total number of civil servants. 

 

83c    In practice, the law enforcement agency is protected from political interference.

Score: 50



References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of
justice and former head of legal committee at the Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of
publishing the official gazette), Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone
to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

Protection from political interference is not guaranteed in all types of
cases. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: Members of law enforcement agencies are appointed according to
their affiliation to the ruling political parties. The agencies are part of
the political process. 

 



84: Can law enforcement officials be held accountable for their actions?

84a    In law, there is an independent mechanism for citizens to complain about police action.

Score: YES

References: Attorney General Decision No. 1 of 2006, article 6, [ LINK ] 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

The mechanism for citizen complaints about police action is
Technical Office of the Prosecutor General. 

84b    In practice, the independent law enforcement complaint reporting mechanism responds
to citizen's complaints within a reasonable time period.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of
justice and former head of legal committee at the Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of
publishing the official gazette), Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone
to his office. 

84c    In law, there is an agency/entity to investigate and prosecute corruption committed by
law enforcement officials.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 1 of 2005, articles 2, 8, [ LINK ] 

84d    In practice, when necessary, the agency/entity independently initiates investigations
into allegations of corruption by law enforcement officials.

Score: 50

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of
justice and former head of legal committee at the Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of
publishing the official gazette), Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone
to his office. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: The media have never reported about one case the agency initiated;
an investigation of allegation of corruption. The public impression of
law enforcement agency officials is one of the sources of corruption. 

 

84e    In law, law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings.

Score: YES

References: Law No. 8 of 2005, article 94, 173, 195, [ LINK ] 

Criminal Code Law of PLO of 1979, articles 228 & 229 

http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/en/LegFullText.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=15469#A15469_6
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegTextE.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14745
http://muqtafi.birzeit.edu/LegTextE.asp?FORM_LEG_ID=14853


Social Scientist's
Comments:

Military courts in the the Palestinian Authority follow the Palestinian
Liberation Organization code that was developed in exile. 

84f    In practice, law enforcement officials are not immune from criminal proceedings.

Score: 25

References: Dr. Ghassan Faramnd, Director, The Institute of Law at Birzheit
University (BZU), Sept. 23, 2008, interview at his office. 
Abdel-Karim Abu-Salah, Head of the "Diwan"- former minister of
justice and former head of legal committee at the Palestine
Legislative Council (PLC) "Diwan" (the department in charge of
publishing the official gazette), Sept. 24,2008, interview by telephone
to his office. 

Social Scientist's
Comments:

In law, enforcement officials are not immune from criminal
proceedings, but the fact that law enforcement and security officials
cannot be tried in civil courts might produce the feeling of immunity. 

Peer Reviewer's Comments: In practice, there were no cases that law enforcement officials tried,
due to corruption or to violation of law. 
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